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INDEX 

   

(1)              WHAT IS SPIRITUAL-MEDITATION? WHAT IS  

NEUROTHEOLOGICAL & COSMOBIOLOGICAL-

MEDITATION (or COSMOCELLULAR-MEDITATION)? 

HOW COULD THEY  ACT ON THE PHYSICAL & 

MENTAL-STATES IN INDIAN VEDIC-ERA? HOW  TO  

ACTIVATE THE (90% OF) RESTING-POWER OF 

SUBCONSCIOUS & SUPERCONSCIOUS-MINDS? WHY 

SUPERCONSCIOUS-HUMAN-MIND (NOT CONSCIOUS-

HUMAN-MIND) IS ALIKE THE COSMIC-MASTER-

MIND?  A  UNIFYINGLY  SCIENTIFIC-ANALYSIS  OF 

THE  TRIPLE-SET OF HUMAN-MIND (CONSCIOUS-

MIND, SUBCONSCIOUS-MIND & SUPERCONSCIOUS-

MIND), ACCORDING TO ANCIENT VEDIC-SCIENCE, 

MODERN PARTICLES-&-WAVES-PHYSICS, SELF-

HYPNOSIS-(TRANCE-MEDITATION)-THEORY & 

NEUROELECTROPHYSIOLOGY (i.e. PSYCHO-

PHOTOELECTRIC-EFECT).........  {A Hypothetical & 

Multidimensional Psychocosmic-Study of The Human-Mind, 

Body & Cosmos, to Cosmocellularly Know The Nature of 

Cosmic-Laws (Which all  Ultimately go Towards The ―First-&-

Final-Cosmic-Cause‖ or Cosmic-Master-Mind of Universe).} 

 

 

  An ancient Vedic-Cosmocellular-Formula.  

  Cosmospiritually & cosmocellularly,-- respectively, when 

one candle (Supreme-Soul / Cosmic-Master-Mind) which 

lights-up another candle (soul / Superconscious-human-

mind);  then the flames of these both candles (the 

Supreme-Soul & soul) glow, uniformly. None of them 

glows as brightly  or dimly.  Likewise, a new daughter-

cell (which is produced during cell-  division-process in 

every living-organism) is biologically / phy-  siologically 

neither inferior nor superior to its parents-cell, at the 

cellular-level. Similarly, Supreme-Soul is the Creator 

(God-father) of all the souls. So, both of them have the 

same cosm-ospiritual / cosmocellular-potentialities and 

characteristics.  None of them is cosmobiodynamically 

suprerior or inferior, at  the cosmospiritual / 
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cosmocellularly-levels. They both are  eq- ual, from 

every aspects. Then where is our soul bound to be-  come 

inferior? And how can our soul become  free from its all 

the inferiority-making-bondages?    

  Cosmocellular, Cytocosmic & Cytopsychocosmic terms.  

  Cosmism or Omism / Ohmism, Atomism, Celluism 

(bioism), Bio-Omism & Virtual-Reality. 

 

  A Difference between the words, Energy & Force  

  A mute Cellular-intelligence or Cytocosmic-intelligence &  

Cosmocellular-intelligence.           

 

  Tachyon-particles & Thoughts‟-waves-carrying 

Neurotachyon- Particles (NTP) of superconscious-human-

mind, which cytops- ychocosmically (molecularly-

nonmolecularly) travel at  more  than a speed of light.        

 

  Reference-physical-body / matter, and antireference-force 

or reverse-reference-mechanism.              

 

  Cosmic-Trio between, the Nature‟s-Triple-Phenomena or 

Creations,--- of the physical, astral & subtle worlds / 

bodies. 

 

  Mind acts on own reference-physical-body-(Matter), as a 

self-material-magnetism or self-cytopsychocosmic-

magnetis or self-hypnotism / trance-meditation(TM). 

 

  Biotomy & Biotomic-Force (a mute-cellular-intelligence) 

of the Plants-Kingdom. 

 

  A molecularly-nonmolecular psychophysiological-axial-

link, as a silent-psychocellular-force or cytopsychocosmic-

force of the psychosomatic-cellular-genes-connection. 

 

  Protobionts.  

  Photophysioelectric-effect of the incident or impinging 

infinite  beam of biolight of infinite & eternal biological-

power-point (•) the ‗soul‘, on its finite reference-physical-

body, according to electrophysics-law of photoelectric-

effect.   

 

  In human-being, there are three natural-pacemakers like,---

one is the natural-and-nonmolecularly-infinite-pacemaker 

or nonmolecular-pacemaker (cosmocellular-pacemaker) 

i.e. the biological-power-point (•) the ‗soul‘, and two 

natural but  molecularly-finite-pacemakers (restricted 
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cytocosmic-pacem-aker) that are the neurological-

pacemaker (“hypothalamus” of brain) & cytocosmic-

pacemaker i.e. cardiac-pacemaker the “S.A.Node” of the 

heart. And above all of them, there is still one more 

natural-&-infinite-pacemaker & i.e. the cosmic -  word-

“ૐ” (OM) which is centrally-located and relativistically-  

&-spirally-rotating (at more than speed of light) at the 

centre of highly zero-charged biological-power-point (•) 

the ‗soul‘, as a central-nonmolecular-pacemaker or 

cosmospiritual-  pacemaker which biocosmospiritually 

as well as biocatalytic- ally activates all the biological-&-

psychobiological-forces of  the soul (•). 

  A physically-restricted MMBCB-waves (molecular-

messengers or cytopsychocosmic-messengers of the body-

cells to brain-waves) of the celluism of our restricted or 

finite conscious- mind-based five physically-restricted-

reference-senses (of vis ion, hearing, smell, taste & touch) 

------> Astrally-controlled  dynamic MMBBC-waves 

(molecular messengers of brain to body-cells waves) of the 

neuroism of finitely-infinite subcon- scious-mind ------> 

NMMSHC-waves or cosmocellular-waves  releasing & 

Infinite-energy-&-intelligence containing Cosmism or bio-

Omism of the superconscious-human-mind (the soul 

“•”),- to get a constant animating-force to continue all the 

cell- ular-functions (cellular-karma or cytocosmic-karma 

or cytopsy-  chocosmic-karma) as well as to get the 

guidance or answer  or intuition-force to solve its 

psychological / physical / social  & others-problems, as & 

when required. So, then the answer or intuition-force 

which is given /  released by the superconscious-human-

mind (the soul), is rev-ersely / reciprocally transferred, as 

in orders of,- NMMSHC- waves or Cosmocellular-waves 

(of the infinite-energy-&-intelligence containing ‗Soul‘) -

-----> MMBBC-waves or cytocosmic-waves (of physical-

organ the brain) ------> MMBCB-waves (of restricted or 

finite living-cells and org-ns of the physical body), to 

perform further action or deed (Karma) and nalyse the 

result of its deed, at the cellular-level (cytocosmic-level or 

cytopsychocosmic-level or physio- spiritual-level) as well 
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as cosmocellular-level (i.e. at the purely -spiritual-level). 

 

  According to ancient Indian vedic-philosophy (& its 

universal-  law of the nature‘s-triple-phenomena) as 

well as modern- psychobiology: we have actually only one 

human-mind (hum  -an-soul or atma), but functionwise it 

contains mainly 3 dist-inctive electropsycho-physiological-

characterisitcs,-- that are  the conscious-mind, 

subconscious-mind & superconscio- us-mind. Where 

such nomenclature of human-mind (atma), in a three 

different human-minds, are just used to distinguish its 

different psychopotential-abilities. Indeed, these both finite 

or restricted conscious-mind & subconscious-mind are the 

subs- ets of infinite-energy-&-intelligence-containing 

superconscious- mind. 

 

 

  A meaning of different Theophysics-terminologies,--- 

kinematics, dynamics, kinetic-energy or dynamic-energy 

and superdynamic-energy, potential-energy, entropy / 

atrophy-state, dynamogenesis & 

supercosmodynamogenesis. 

  

 

  Actually, a highly zero-charged (•) divine -light of both the 

Supreme-Soul & soul, is not the supredynamic-force or 

super-  dynamogenetic-force; but their innermost 

relativistically-&-spirally-rotating Omism-based cosmic-

word-(ૐ) is the superdyn-amic or 

supercosmodynamogenetic-force. So, that (superdyn-amic-

energy of ૐ) prevails everywhere in universe (as cosmism 

or Omism), i.e. from an every atom / cell to cosmos. 

 

  Vedically as well as electromagnetically,- ― the cosmic-

word- ૐ (OM) itself is the (centrally-located- whirling)-

Soul of  the Supreme-Soul (Creator) of universe & also as 

the (centrally- located-whirling)-soul of all the souls of all 

the living-beings.  Without such centrally-located (central-

nonmolecular-pacemaker) & auto-spirally-rotating 

cosmocatalytic-cum- cosmocataclystic-singularity the 
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“ૐ”, all the dynamic / superdynamic-forces of the souls 

(•) & Supreme-Soul (•) are the zero. If our soul  (•) is an 

infinite-nonmolecular-biopacemaker of the human-mind-

&-body, then its Godfather the ‗Supreme-Soul‘ (•) is an  

infinite-nonmolecular-cosmic-pacemaker of the universe. 

That  means, in such Omless-condition (i.e. power without 

vedic- metaphysics), these both the soul & Supreme-Soul 

are just remained, as in all-time latent or highly zero-

charged (•) pot-ential-energy-state (of the physics) only. 

Thus, ultimately, ૐ is also intangibly-but-absolutely acted 

as a scientific-soul, in every atom / every field of the 

universe.‖          

 

  The Omism (or Ohmism) of cosmic-word-“ૐ” (OM or 

Ohm)  itself is the Omnism of the whole universe. And all 

the meanings of triple-words the omnipotent, omniscient 

& omnipresence are thus involved in this singular-like 

Omism of the ૐ.  (In terms, „Ohm‟ & „Ohmism‟, „h‟ is 

silent, when we speak.)  According to western-philosophy, 

this ancient  vedic-term the  „Omism‟ is knowingly / 

unknowingly explained, as the „Omnism‟  which is used as 

in a regarding of the omnipotent, omniscient & 

omnipresence-states of the Supreme-Power. Means, an 

ancient vedic cosmic-word “ૐ” (OM) is itself hidden in a 

western-word the „Omni‟. 

 

  Functional-constitution of Human-mind, & its different 

EEG  

waves.  

 

 

  A meaning of the different Theophysics-terminologies, 

Frequency, wavelength, reference-wavelength, zero-

reference-wavelength, & shortest psycho-spiritual-waves-

reference-length (stronger-will-power). 

 

 

  In vedic-philosophy, the term, ‗Kala (कला)‘ (special-art-

force), which is a superspecial-skill that naturally and 
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spontaneously flows out from our within or „inner‟. It 

implies expertness or great proficiency in doing something 

special. Actually, a common-man has 5 types of kala or 

special-senses or naturally flowing psychobiological-art. 

But, according to vedic-philosophy, there are 

cosmocellularly & /or cosmospiritually 64 types of Kala 

(supernatural-specialities or superabilities) of the special-

knowledge of everything of universe that includes  all 

triple-creations of the universe, that are the physical, astral  

& subtle worlds. Only Cosmic-Master-Mind of  the 

universe Lord Shiva Who has such all the cosmic-

possibilities-&-potentialities which are organised through 

His different 64-special-arts (kala) of the universe. 

Because of, such His infinite-super-cosmic-abilities, all the 

universes are created, organized & destroyed, within Him. 

While, the lord shree Rama and lord Shree Krishna knew 

about such 12 and 16 special-arts (kala), respectively.  

                             

  In term, ‗astroanthropomorphism‘, „astro‟, means, the 

space, and „anthro‟, means, a man or like a human-being. 

So, they jointly mean, a man-like cosmic-arbitrary Who 

lives in the  space, as Super-Extraterrestrial-Intelligence 

(SETI).  According to well-known Dorland‟s medical-

dictionary,- the term, ‗anthropomorphic‘ or 

‗anthropomorphism‘, means, an attribution of the human-

characteristics to nonhuman-objects; or an attributing of 

human-shape or characteristics to Gods, objects, animals; 

in the other words, a man-like image;  or the God Who 

takes an incarnation (Avtar) on the earth, in a man- like 

physical-body. So that directly / indirectly, according to 

vedic-philosophy & cosmo-cellular-law, these all things 

can shortly be defined like,--- the God Who takes  an 

incarnation  (Avtar) on the earth, in a man-like physical-

body. 

 

 

  According to vedic-astronomy, the cosmic-word-”ૐ” can 

sup- ercosmodynamically (i.e. cosmocatalytically as well 

as cosmo- cataclystically) acts at inner / outer-sides of 

every highly-zero- charged single-supercosmic-force or 
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cosmic-power-point (•)   of the billions or trillions of the 

cosmototipotent  primeval /  terminal-atoms (•) to blast, 

expanse & end of the billions / trilliions of cosmic-eggs (•) 

of the reference multiple-physical- universes, in its (OM‟s) 

own cosmic-lap. So, thus, if there are  billions / trillions of 

the physical-universes (cosmic-eggs “•”), according to 

ancient vedic-astronomy as well as string-theory of 

modern-astronomy; (‗String-theory of  the modern-astro-

nomy‘,- which also believes that such endless-emptiness of  

our infinite universe contains about the trillions of 

multiple- physical-universes, that means, their number 

would be about more than 1 x 500 times zero; and 1 

trillion = 1 million of million). Then, where to organise 

such all the cosmic-eggs as separately / individually (i.e. 

from their birth to end); there are also cosmobiologically & 

spontaneously created billions / trill- ions of the great 

triple-cosmic-representatives-pairs (to whom we 

astroanthropomorphically called as lord Brahma, Vishnu,  

& Shankar), in an infinite-lap of the Cosmic-Master-Mind 

the   supercosmo-dynamogenetic Omism of the cosmic-

word-“ૐ”. After-all, a matter can neither create nor 

organise, nor  animate the matter, itself 

 

  Trance-Meditation (TM), Somnambulism, Hallucination, 

Epicurean & Nonepicurean 

 

 

  Three main functioning-parts of human-mind, the 

Consciousmind (objective-mind), subconscious-

(subjective)-mind and superconscious (supersubjective)-

mind. 

 

  Why most of the times your prayer fails? Or why 

manytimes you get opposite-reaction to your prayer / 

desired-goal? 

 

  The great scientist, Dr. Albert Einstein also said about the  

strong-intuition-force like;--― an intuition / imagination is 

more than knowledge, because, it is an enterance of  the  

true knowledge‖. The same thing about such “serendipity- 

based-idea” (strong-intuition) was also said, by a great 

philosopher Plato like: ―Sometimes, a forceful-intuition 
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can produce a real or veritably fantastic-results‖. And in 

modern-biology, such suddenly  releasing of the research-

making forceful-intuition, is called as a ‗serendipity‘.    

  Most of the ancient vedic-saints & moden-scientists had 

discovered the great things, through a use of their 

scientifically contemplative superconscious-mind & its 

forceful-intuition, during their prolonged researching-

works (intellectual-woship of the nature). And with all 

these things, they also proved that your knowledge-

improving or research-making  intuition is  not yours only, 

but it is for all & it should always have a universal-

approach; so, it must be shared. And, after-all, knowledge 

is never decreased by a sharing, but instead it increases 

gradually; e.g. there is no change in the brightness of a 

glowing-flame of the candle, when it lights-up another 

candle.      

 

 

  The scientific-research has actually needed an 

independent-&-special-thoughts and their following hard-

works, rather than merely costly & sophisticated 

equipments.   

 

 

  After-all, simplicity is always superior to complexity. And 

we can see the “beauty of simplicity (&/or spirituality)”, 

in every field of the nature. Because, the simplicity & 

spirituality are the basic characteristics of the super-

conscious-human-mind, through them it expresses its 

special-thoughts with a simple- tracks 

 

 

  Why we asleep ? After-all, „sleep‟ is nothing but it‟s an 

unconsciously-meditation or meditationless-meditation. 

While, a „meditation‟ is nothing but it‟s a conscious-sleep 

or sleepless-sleep. Meditation is a psychophysiospiritual-

process which takes-place in a discipline of cosmocellular-

journey like,- from our physical-consciousness (celluism / 

cytopsychocosmism) -----> soul-consciousness (bio-

Omism) -----> cosmospiritual- awareness (Cosmism / 

Omism). 
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  Prayer, self-hypnosis (trance-meditation or zero-thought-

state or “Nirvichar Param Dhyanam”), faith, belief & 

pranayama  (cosmocellular-respiration). 

 

 

  During peacefully watching over the pranayama-based 

respi- ratory-movements, there psychosomatic- effects 

(cytopsychoc osmic-effects) take-place in yogic-order of,--

-  the slower the breathings, the fewer the thoughts, the 

greater the concentration of mind. And also the slower the 

breathings, the fewer the thoughts (or the longer the zero-

thought-state) the lesser the influence of “divided-

biological-time” (entropy / atrophy-going ageing-force) on 

a human-mind-&-body. Now, American Heart Institue 

(AHI) also advocates that the yoga & meditation, can 

restorely lower the heart-rate & respiratory-rate. 

 

 

  Chronotropic & inotropic-effects.          

  After-all, like unifyingly human-mind-&-body, your 

unifyingly  thoughts-&-breathings  (meditation-&-

pranayama) are also  psychosomatically too  closely 

interrelated, so  which can change any state of the mind & 

body.        

 

  The subconscious-&-superconscious-minds understand the  

imagery-language (psychovisual-language or visual-

thoughts) only. After-all, a picture or imagination or 

dream is worth thousands of words. Therefore, also  

during dream‟s- picture, there are utilized maximum 

number of thought-waves to create the mental-movie, 

rather than we use the thoughts during our awaken or 

conscious-state. And we know  that  our brain 

cytopsychocosmically releases about 60,000 thoughts, 

consciously and unconsciously,  through out the 24 hours. 

Hence, to get the better and faster result,--- always send 

the mental-message faithfully to your subconscious-&-

superconscious-minds, in a dream-like imagery-view or 

picture-form rath-er than commands in words only. (After-

all, „dream‟  is nothing but it‟s a flow of the visual-

thoughts, or it is as the mental - movie-mechanism.) 

 

  If I read &/or hear, I may forget; if I see, I may remember  
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(photogenic-memory); if  I do, then I definitely know. 

Why?  

  Placebo-therapy (a symbolic-need), hypnosis-therapy & 

self-hypnosis. After-all, „self-hypnosis‟ (self-reference), 

means, one who hypnotises (refers) himself to fulfil his 

desired-goal. 

 

  Electroencephalography (EEG)-waves of the brain, 

telepathy,  clairvoyance & tele-clairvoyance.     

 

  Psychic-visualization-therapy or Tratak / self-tratak (self-

biof-eed -back-mechanism) & material-magnetism or 

psychokinetic-force (mind acts on matter).   

 

  According to principle of the physical-independence of (all  

the living-&-nonliving)-forces,...there is prevailed an 

absolute-  contiguity without physical-continuity (means, 

an action with- out physical-contact) between the nervous-

proton-particle  (NPP) & its conscious-mind, nervous-

electron-particle (NEP) & its subconscious-mind, and 

nervous-neutron-particle (NNP) & its superconscious-

mind.   

 

  Electrobiologically, it is also strongly believed that among 

the 3-1000 microns-wavelengths of far-infrared-(FIR)-

waves, 4-16 microns-wavelengths containing FIR-waves 

of the biopho-toelectrons (not biophotons) are the most 

favourable biological-range for the evolution & 

organization of life on the earth; so, they are also called as 

―biological-FIR-waves‖. 

 

  An aura of human-body & geo-aura of the Earth  

  We do have a „biological-life‟, alongwith a „mechanical-

death‟ or „abiological-death‟, within us.   

 

  Our physically-restricted modern-science always believes 

in its fact-finding physical-law, i.e. ―to be seeing is to be 

believing‖. But, with that, it (mainly exobiology) also 

believes that all the time, an absence of the evidence, does 

not mean an evidence of the absence. In short, an open-

mindedness is a hallmark of all the scientists & 

philosophers. Because, unlike our finite physical-lab, 

nothing is restricted or impossible to infinite nature‟s-lab 

 

  Actually, not only a nonliving-matter, but every living-

matter is  made-up of the „frozen-light-particles‟. Virtually, 
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„matter‟ is nothing but it‟s a highly condensed-energy or 

light-particles (and that are the mostly a positively-

charged reference proton-particles / graviton-particles);  

where a weight-bearing graviton-particle is just a 

tangibility-making (or mass-making) next-particle-form of 

its previously intangible-form of the almost weightless 

proton-particle.      

  ‟Cosmobiogenesis‟, means, according to “Pudwgal-

Principle” of the vedic-science & great Hindu-epic “Shree 

Vashisth‟s - Ramayana”, in a whole universe, nothing is a 

nonliving-matter but everything is a living-matter, because 

of, a universal-law of the inseparable-entities of the 

nature‟s-duality (Vedic-Dwaitwad) of the “energy-&-

matter”.  

 

  Dark-Matter or Dark-Energy. A 97 to 99.999% parts of the 

whole physical-universe (& also of its every matter), is / 

are remained as a „dark-matter‟ or „full of emptiness‟.- 

 

  Vedically, an aura (biological-cold-light / heatless-heat) 

of the physical-body that cytopsychocosmically holds all 

the  positive-&-negative thought-waves (which constantly 

release from our brain-surface), before they could 

cosmocellularly but practically be functioning or 

releasing or referring to perform it as in a functional-

form of one‟s karma or deed. Now, this vedic-concept of 

the “biological-cold-heat (aura-field) & thoughts”, is 

also directly / indirectly supported, by a modern-science 

like, --- “the half of biological-heatless-heat of the 

human-body is generated out, from the centre of head”.   

 

(2)  

THE TRUTH-&-SCIENCE, VERSUS THE MIRACLE-&-

MYTH. 

 

 

  A man who always wants to discover the truth. But, with 

that, it is also equally true that sometimes, the truth itself 

wants to be discovered by a man, through his sudden but 

reality-based forceful-intuition. Later, it compels him to 

do an intellectual-approaches to reach its causal-factor 

(the universal-truth). In biology, such suddenly, 

unexpectedly & interestingly „discovery‟ (a chance-
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discovery) is called as a  ‗serendipity‘; where „chance‟ 

favours the intuition-force & well-trained  / meditated-

mind. 

 

  Such serendipity is mostly occurred, because of, the 

everpr- esenceness of the cosmic-spirit or universal-truth 

(or truth-force) everywhere in universe. And this cosmic-

spirit (Cosmism / Omism) nonmolecularly comes over the 

true scientists / saints form all the directions of the 

universe, when they are going to do any special work / 

art, either which is philosophical or scientific. Hence, an 

every forceful-intuition of mostly all-time-genius 

(philosopher / scientist), is always suddenly come out, 

into dynamic-flow of their inner-truth-force (as the 

God‟s-guidance).   

 

 

  Eukaryotic-cell. And a single-cell or unicellular living-

organism Euglena-Protozoan, (a common-ancestral-form 

of the plant &  animal-kingdoms). DNA is not only a life-

unit, but it is also infinitesimally-infinite-abilities 

containing cosmocellular-unit. 

 

 

  ―Cosmocellular-Totipotency‖ of the Humnan-Living-

Cell. The ‗Stem-Cell‘ is a mother-cell of the physical-

body. When stem-cell is divided, then each new-cell has 

the potentiality to remain either as a stem-cell or to 

become another type of the cells with a more specialized 

cellular-functions. Actually, stem-cell is a zero-

programmed-cell which does not contain any predefined-

code, like a zero-charged-power-point (•) 

 

  An invitreo-then-invivo-cloning-method of modern-

science & purely-invitreo-cloning of vedic-science, 

modern-method of Test-Tube-baby & ancient vedic-

method of the Kund-Born-Babies (e.g. 100 Kauravs-

brothers were the example of a purely-invitreo-vedic-

cloning or kund-born-babies method, or they were born 

as a result of wombless-embryonic-growth). And 

surrogate-mother-theory. 

 

  Woman is yet the central-figure for a continuity of  
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human-spcies, a continuity of bioism of nature. She 

nourishes the offs- pring  from the time of  (invivoly or 

invitreoly) fertilized-ovum to birth, & then untill her 

child learns to stand for itself in almost all the fields. In 

this way, not only biologically but also socio 

biologically, it is the female who is yet much superior to 

man. But, still our musculine-based modern-society 

injusticely behaves, with a woman in almost all the 

aspects of life. For example,-- unfortunately, it is the 

mother who is always blamed for the birth of a female-

child.     

 
 

 ‗Cloning‘ is an asexual-process of the producing of 

number of an identical (similar) organisms or clons. And 

the sheep ‗Dolly‘ was as cloned or produced, from a 

single-cell of her mother. She did not require father, 

because, it did not need a male-sex-cell (sperm). Means, 

„Dolly‟ has come in this world, as a result of the asexual-

birth (ayonij-janm),- likewise, ‗Ayonij-Janm‘ of certain 

Gods & Goddesses in a vedic-era. 

 

  The vedic-term, „Ayonij‟, means, birthless-&-deathless-

entity, or a birth without help of such sex-organs (i.e. as 

an asexual); & „Janm‟, means, „birth‟. For (legendaric)-

example, lord Shiva (the Supreme-Soul “•”) is an Ayonij-

Entity. Whole universe is  multiplied from Him, like 

a multiplication of the single-cell into an infinite number 

of its daughter-cells by a cell-division-process. Thus, a 

nonmolecular Single-Supercosmic-Force (or First-&-

Final-Cosmocellular-Cause of the universe) is cosmo- 

cellulalry multiplied into infinite number of the 

molecular-based physical universes, during their first big-

bang-blasts. And it is said in a vedic-rhym as,- ―Akoham 

Bahushyam‖ ;  where „Akoham‟, means, a single-

authority or singularity of  the  universe (cosmic-

singularity), the Akoham  =  Akah (one) + Aham (I am); 

and, „Bahushyam‟, means, multiply into infinite number 

of the physical universes & then into atoms / living-cells, 

as a plurality of universes or cosmos (& plurality of atoms 

/ cells), as the Cosmic-Plurality (& cellular-plurality 

respectively).   
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  In vedic-philosophy, it is frequently said like, ―Sarvam 

Jagat  Shivmay‖; where, „sarvam‟, means, everything, 

„jagat‟, means,  universe, and „Shivmay‟, means, within 

the God Shiva; these all mean is like, a whole universe is 

created, organized and  destroyed, within Him (Lord 

Shiva) only. And this vedic-concept of the “whole 

universe or cosmic-egg is as the Shivmay”, has been 

symbolized & then worshipped as in a divine-form of the 

oval-shaped ‗Shivlinga‘ (i.e. as a dwelling of the lord 

Shiva.)  And we also know that according to ancient & 

modern-astronomies, a shape of the cosmic-egg is also an 

oval-shaped. Not only universe or cosmic-egg, but its 

most-miniatured cosmic-model the „living-cell‟ is also 

mostly resembled “oval /semi-oval” shape (like 

„shivlinga‟), according to cosmo-cellular-principle of the 

nature.               

 

  Nature‟s cosmic-cloning-phenomenon and cell-cloning-

phenom-enon.   

 

 
 

3. 

Cosmocellular as well as Geobiological importance of  

Protobionts (Nucleoproteins & Nucleic-Acids) of the living-

cells. And Genetic-Engineering, Biotechnology, DNA / RNA, 

Replication & Transcription. 

 

  In nature‟s-lab, a universal-statement  for all the living 

organisms,--- is ―nothing lives forever, yet life continues 

on the earth‖ that illustrates a role of the constant 

cytocosmic reproduction. Where a nucleic-acid is highly 

capable factor of the self-replication-tendency of the 

DNA. A duplication of the DNA is called, as a 

‗replication‘. 

 

  A fixation of all the living-species / plants, first primarily 

&  cosmocellularly (i.e. nonmolecularly-molecualry or 

biophotoel-ectrically) occurred at the nonmolecular-level 

or light-spectrum-level (i.e. before its / their physical-

existence), then at the molecular or physical-level (i.e. not 

after its / their physical-exististence). 

 

  How a human DNA-chain (a compact-cosmocellular-

chain)  of living-cell cytocosmically consists of all the 

cosmocellular  potentialities & possibilities of the nature / 

universe  (DNA- Nebula,...... (see figure-no-81 / A)?                
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  A highly totipotential human-fertilized-ovum possesses 

23  chromosomes from its maternal-side and other 23 

chromosomes from its paternal-side. That means, every 

living-cell is a  hermaphroditic (ardhnari-swaroop or yin-

yang-coexist), in nature. [‗Hermaphrodism‘, means, 

embryologically, organism or every male-(&-female)-sex-

cell, is simultaneously contained  both the opposite-

sex-characteristics, as a dipole-state of the yin-yang-

coexist (- +) to unifyingly achieve great dynamic- state of 

the bioism.] 

 

  How was the first sheep cloned in a modern clone-lab?  

  ‗Cosmocellularly-transgenetic-technology‘, it was the 

vedic cosmocellular-cloning-technology to create the new 

viable & parallel physical-universe, from the human-

living-cells. Lord Shree Krishna, ancient saint Shree 

Maharshee Vedvyasji & ancient saint cum atomic-

scientist Shree Vishvamitra etc. knew such cosmocellular-

hybridization-technology or cosmoc- ellularly-

transgenetic-technology.   

 

  ‗Transgenesis‘, means, it‟s a cross-breeding-method 

(hybid-ization), through which an extracted genes are 

introduced from a one species to another.  

 

 
 

 What is cloning? How to clone the genes? And why it 

needs to clone the DNA?   

 

  Jointly according to vedic-science as well as particles-&-

waves-physics and sounds‟-physics, ---  without 

relativistically- rotating (ૐ-like or first-cause-like) spiral 

or whirling-state / force, such spontaneously (& 

catalytically as well as  cataclysitcally) activation  or 

stimulation of any biological-&/or-abiological-force is 

never possible.  

 

  A ‗Parthogenesis‘ or ‗asexual-reproduction‘ from a 

‗virgin-mother‘. Such asexual-reproduction in human-

being, was possible in vedic-era (Mahabharat-Age), 

how?   

 

  Dr. Albert Einstein‟s both modern concpets of the 

general-theory of relativity (GTR) & special-theory of 

relativity (STR) are exactly involved, in ancient vedic-
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formula of,--- ―Pratyaxm  Alpam, Apratyaxm 

Analpam / Anantam‖,  [it means, a known or tangible or 

visible (pratyaxm)-matter / event, is finite (alpam); while, 

unknown or intangible or invisible (apratyaxm)-matter / 

event, is the infinite  (anaplam  anantam)]. Thus, the 

truth is always one-&-the-same, but only its 

terminologies & story-telling-styles are different 

 
 

 In ‗Kenopnishad‘ of the vedic-philosophy, it is explained 

like: ―Purnsya Purnmaday Purnmevavshisyate‖; it 

means, even a deduction of the single molecule or atom 

from the absolute (or whole)-universe, can definitely 

make it as a relative (or incomplete)-universe. In short, it 

can be said like,- “the absolute is hidden behind the 

relativity”.  As per Herbert Spensor, (in 19th century); 

universe is divided into two parts, one is „known-

universe‟ and second is  „unknown-universe‟. Vedic-

science also says  that  the „unknown‟ is behind the 

„known‟ one. That means, a rule of relative (part) is only 

possible; when a rule of wholeness (absolute) is 

previously prev-aded there. If it is true. Then, from where 

this relativity begins? Vedic-Upnishad answers it like: ―a 

relativity (part) is begun, from where a cosmic-wholeness  

(absoluteness) is begun.‖   

 

  A tangibility-&-intangibility of physical-universe or 

matter is also supported, by a new-research of the 

subatomic-physics, in a different-way: That is like,- a 

99.999% parts of the every atom (or matter or universe), 

is made-up of the zero-charged ‗full of emptiness‘. 

Where this “full of emptiness” is nothing, but it‟s an 

intangible-parts of the every atom or matter, which is 

remained as a dark-energy or dark-matter. While, its rest 

0.001% of physical or material-states are the tangible-

parts. Where its intangible-parts of dark-energy are 

mainly represented, in the astral-&-subtle-ways. After-

all, „matter‟ is nothing, but it‟s a highly condensed light  / 

energy-particles (mostly a positively charged reference-

proton / graviton-particles). 

 

  To try to understand the nature‟s-phenomena,--is to try to 

know the God‟s-Mind or Cosmic-Mind (i.e. as an 
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intellectual-love / worship towards the nature / God); 

after-all, different nature‟s-phenomena are nothing but 

which are the God‟s different teleological-(aimful)-

wishes, behind a different creations of the universe. 

 
 

 A neurophysiological-seat of the functional ‗fatigue‘ is 

also located in the central-nervous-system, and which is 

probably at the empty-nervous-space of synapses. The 

nervous-mechanism underlying the synaptic-fatigue, is 

presumably due to exhaustion of transmitter-material 

from the  synaptic-vesicles following to repeated 

presynaptic-stimulation at the faster-rate. That means, 

‗fatigue‘ comes first at the synapses that is at the 

functional-mental-state), then in a physical-state of the 

motor-nerve-endings & lastly in the muscles. Means, it 

can be said that we first get tired mentally, then 

physically. And such functional-uint the „synapse‟ 

(human-mind) is mostly revitalised, by a regular 

psychosomatic-exercises that are the yoga-&-meditation. 

While, its physical-organ the human-brain & its every 

physical-nervous-cell the ‗neuron‘ is nourished & 

refreshed, by a well-balanced physical-diets. Means, as a 

whole, to well-maintain the nervous-autorecharging-

process, a subtle-nervous-unit (cosmocellular-unit or 

cosmophysios-piritual-unit) the „synapse‟ needs 

meditation (silence-mind),  while its physical-nervous-

unit (cytopsychocosmic-unit) the „neuron‟ needs 

nutrition. 

 

    

    

    

 
 

   

    

    

    

    

 

4) 
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(5)    

 
 

   

    

    

    

    

    

    

 
 

   

  In science, the ‗truth‘ is a ‗daughter‘ of the cosmic-

duration (the eternal-time), not of the „anthropologically-

established-authority‟ (man-made-calendar). Actually, in 

any kind of art / research,--- “indeed, a man who does 

nothing more”, than brings things as near to each other,  

or put them further apart; and at-last, rest is performed by 

the nature herself; (e.g. a cloning of the living-cells to 

asexually grow them into a new matured-organism). Even, 

most probably, we may remain as quite ignorant during 

such phenomena. For example, a surgeon who just brings 

two parts of the cut-wound as close  as possible by the 

ligatures. Moreover, he prevents some inf-ctions, by a 

certain antibiotics, nothing more than that. But, there a 

healing is absolutely effected by the life-force or 

biological-force which is inherently conducted into living-

body. And such absolutely-working animating-force is 

later explained as the ―scientific-spirit‖. 

 

(6)  

THEOGENETICALLY / THEOBIOLOGICALLY, WHY & 

HOW DOES ONE  WHO BORN-&-LIVE FOR THE 
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CERTAIN-PERIOD & THEN DIE? 

 

  According to such paranormal-perceptions like a spiritual- 

context in vedic-science : That at the moments of the 

death;  a short duration of the restlessness, breathlessness 

& pain etc., precede the process of death. During such last 

moments, a natural or biological-power-point (•) the 

‗soul‘, which cumulatively withdraws a total electric-

current of the bioenergy  from all the living-cells of the 

physical-body, as in a nature‟s- entropic-order of “now 

never return-flow of life-force”;  (like wise, an octopus / 

tortoise withdraws its all the externally prevaded limbs 

back, during frightening-condition). Now, all the bonds, 

between the soul (cosmospiritual-energy) & body 

(terrrestrial-matter) are begun to loose. Where our all the 

physical, physiological &/or medical laws (and skills) of 

the modern-science are broken-down. 

 

  Regression of time, matter-&-antimatter and  particles-&-

antiparticles. 

 

(7) WHY MEDICINE IS AN ART, NOT A TRADE?  

  A physician should also become a metaphysician, to get a 

better knowledge about the human-body & its Creator. 

Means, he should not do his (professional)-practice as a 

‗doctor of medicine (MD)‘ only. But, he should also do 

his (such medi-cospiritual)-practice as a ‗medical-deity 

(MD)‘. In a medical-field, his such medical-decision is as 

the result of his forceful ‗medical-intuition‘  (or ‗medical-

meditation‘).   

 

  After-all, biologically / cosmobiologically or 

cosmocellularly, ‗Life‘ is nothing but it is just a dynamic-

expression of the non- molecular-energy, at the different 

special-molecular-levels of ecosystem of the earth; and 

these all different special-molecular-levels of the dynamic 

nonmolecular-energy at the ecological-scale, are 

biologically known as the different “living-species / 

beings” : (thus, ‗Life‘ is nothing but it‟s just nonmolecul- 

arly-molecular expression of the energy-changes-&-

exchanges among the special-molecular-matters. Where  

nonmolecular-energy & special-molecular-matter, both are 
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behaved as two sides of the same coin the „ecology‟ of 

earth. Hence, every time, it is difficult to explain 

everything about nonmolecular „life‟ as in a pure 

molecular-terms of the physics & chemistry). 

  During primitive-era of crude-but-pure herbal-medicine, 

the  first ‗cry of pain‘ in a jungle, was a ‗first-call‘ for 

the ancient physician. Hence, medicine is an old science as 

man‟s-history is old. Therefore, medicine is a natural art, 

not trade. As it is natural-art, should be conceived in 

sympathy & born of the necessity. So, later, from such all 

the instinctive medical-procedures, there has been 

developed a „specialized-science‟.  And today, that is still 

practised, aswith a name of ‗modern-medicine‘. 

 

  Actually, the word ‗Hospital‘,  is a Latin word,  it means, 

„guest‟. But, nowadays, there are a very few hospitals 

which are worked as a real hospitable.) Besides, there are 

prevai-led some most common ‗seven-sins‘ in a medical-

field,-- that are the obscurity, cruelity, bad-manners, over-

specialization, common-stupidity, laziness / negligence, & 

love for the rare (diagnosis / drug). So, all the clinicians 

should be aware of them. Sometimes, it is still realized 

that in a common-complaints of the patient, a general-

practitioner (G.P.)  

 &/or resid-ent-medical-officer (RMO) is / are practically 

more helpful  than a specialist (MD / MS). Where general-

practitioner (&/or  medical-officer) is / are as the jack of 

all, but a master of none.             

 

  After-all, the subjects of the “drugs & their actions” are 

as old as the diseases. An illness has been come with a 

man, since his primitive-stage. The writings of world‟s 

oldest pharmaco-pia has first been come, from the India & 

then from China. In India, it is known as ‗Ayurveda‘ 

(vedic-medicine or  herbal-medicine). In Ayurveda, deity 

of ancient medicine, is symbolically called as ‗Lord Shree 

Dhanvantari‘ (ancient natural chemist cum pharmacist). 

His symbolic divine-pot contains a life-saving (Sanjivnee) 

divine-fluid (amrut-ras), i.e. the extract of the herbal-

medicines. The great herbal medicine & Chines materia-

medica „Pan Tsao‟,  both were probably written, in 2500 
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B.C. Which contained many  vegetables and metallic- 

preparations, a few animal-products including toad‟s 

eyelids, snake‟s-venom, elephant‟s & tiger‟s  bones 

etc.  And as the time went with the constant instinctive 

procedures in medicines, an absolute-medicine has later 

been come out, & which becomes popular as a ‗modern-

medicine‘.    

  A modern-medical-system was also an Indian in origin, as 

in a search of “First-systematised-medicine”. Thus, 

Ayurveda is a maternal-medicine of all the medical-

sciences that from which all other ancient & modern 

medical-sceinces have developed; (likewise, ‗Sanskrit‘ is 

a mother-language of all the languages of world, and from 

which all the languages have been developed). An 

evolution of Ayurveda was absolutely from India, which 

developed as a natural-system of ‗Herbal-medicine‘. 

Where a definition of „Ayurveda‟, is chiefly implied as 

“knowledge of the life, knowledge of the health”. Thus, 

Ayurveda has provided an empirical-platform, to make a 

progress of all the systems of medicine, which all had 

been come, since a first-cry of pain & first-call of 

physician in early Jungle-life of human-being.          

 

  Samudra-Manthan (nature‟s churning-phenomenon) & 

origin of Deity of Medicine  (lord shree Dhanvantari) and 

a different modern-theories about the birth of moon.      

 

  A different theories about the birth of Moon.  

  Are you interested to look good, beautiful, smart, 

energetic, mentally-strong with physically-tough, 

potential to solve all the problems, ever-young & healthy 

all the time? Then, you must forget about all the 

synthetic-based multivitamins and other so-called 

energizing-tablets, which are freely available in a market.  

Instead of, such energy-increasing-claims, you should 

systematically & regularlly start the natually & auto-anti-

oxidants-producing yoga-&-meditation with an aerobic-

practice of pranayama (yogic-breathing), along with a 

well-balanced vegetarian-diets & addiction-free life-

styles. Later, through which, you can make an individual-

statement of  your own- style, as a unique-personality in 
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your friend-circle.   

 

Volume – 1- B  

 

 
(8) 

 

WHY DO ALL THE LIVING-BEINGS UNDERGO 

AN ―AGEING- PROCESS‖, EXCEPT HYDRA? 

WHY DO SOME LIVE FOR A LONGER LIFE-

SPAN & OTHER FOR A SHORTER? WHY DO 

EVEN THE PERSONS OF THE SAME PARENTS, 

NOT AGEING AT THE SAME RATE & TIME? 

WHAT ARE THE CAUSAL-FACTORS BEHIND 

SUCH ALL TILL-BIOLOGICALLY-

UNANSWERED-QUESTIONS?..... AN ‗AGEING-

PROCESS‘ & ITS (ENTROPY-GOING) 

PHYSIOCHEMICAL-RELATIONS, WITH THE 

DIFFERENT SYNERGISTIC AS WELL AS 

NATURAL ANTIOXIDANT-SUBSTANCES (IN A 

DAILY-FOODS) & OUR OTHER ANTIOXIDANT 

LIVING-STYLES (THAT ARE THE 

PSYCHOSOMATIC-EXERCISES LIKE 

‗PRANAYAMA‘ or YOGIC-BREATHING, YOGA  

AND MEDITATION). 

 

  Synergistic, Antioxidant, Oxidant, Oxidation / Reduction, 

Redox-Reaction, Useful  

 Molecular-Oxygen (O2) & Harmful Free-Radicals-

Oxygen (O). 

 

 If a normal-level of the age-increasing unpaired-  
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electrons are not cytocosmically (molecularly-

nonmolecularly) produced in our body; then a living-cells 

are never destroyed, timely; and ultimately organism is 

also never died. So that it can make an interruption in a 

very essential nature‟s-law of, —―nothing 

(cytocosmically or molecularly-nonmolecularly) lives 

forever, yet life (cosmocellularly or nonmolecularly-

mole-cularly) continues on the earth‖.    

  Antioxidant the Coenzyme-Q-10 (CoQ-10).     

  Why requires antioxidant-agents / antioxidant-exercise?    

  Many times, so simple & so natural-things (e.g. yoga-&-

meditation) can also be as effective as the highly 

engineered-drugs which have been offered by a modern-

pharmacy. Means, now, modern-science also agrees with 

such  vedic-advice of ―beauty of the simplicity‖ (& which 

is never taught in any university).    

 

  Virtually, there are cytopsychocosmically or 

psychophysiolog-ically 3 types (but cosmocellularly 4 

types) of our Age &/ or Ageing-phenomenon   

 

  Why do some living-beings have a shorter-life-span than 

others? Why do even the individuals of the same group 

(or family) not ageing at the same rate-&-time? Why do a 

different cells (tissues & organs) of the living-organism, 

structurally-&-functionally deteriorate as they become 

older? What are the subtle-(or causal)-reasons behind such 

age-related events-&-mechanisms? etc.     

 

  Biological-graviton-effects, Biological-laviton-effects, 

Nervous-Brownian-Motion & Science of invisibility.  

 

  A ten points to get control over the negative-force 

‗Anger‘. 
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  According to Hippocrates (the father of modern-

medicine); “Let the vegetarian-food be the medicine”.    

 

9 WHY IS MEDITATION REQUIRED IN OUR DAILY 

LIFE? WHAT IS NEUROTHEOLOGICAL-

MECHANISM OF MEDITATION? AND, HOW ITS 

CONCENTRATED PSYCHO-BIOLOGICAL-FORCE 

CYTOPSYCHOCOSMICALLY & 

COSMOCELLULARLY ACTS, BETWEEN OUR 

LIVING-CELLS & COSMOS? HOW COSMIC-

MESSAGES (INCLUDING OF EXOBIOLOGICAL-

WAVES) ARE FIRST COSMOCELLULARLY 

(NONMOLECULARLY-MOLECULARLY i.e. 

BIOPHOTO-ELECTRICALLY) & THEN 

CYTOPSYCHOCOSMICALLY (MOLECULARLY-

NONMOLECULARLY) ENCODED IN OUR LIVING-

CELLS? 

 

  Not only nervous-cells of human-brain have the mental-

power, but all the living-cells of all the living-beings 

(including plants-kingdom) have a mental-power, but 

which behave as a mute-mind due to a lack of their 

speech-centres. Means, every living-cell of every living-

being / plants is molecularly-nonmolec-ularly 

(cytopsychocosmically) acted, as a natural ―Radio-Rec-

eiver‖.   

 

  Our every (action-making)-thought is also first 

cytopsychocos-mically held by our aura-field 

(biological-cold-light / heat) of the biological-light (or 

parasomatic or astral-body) which sur-rounds or covers 

its reference-body-particles (gravitons / pro-tons)-

containing somatic or physical-body, before they  could

 cosmocellularly be functioning as an ‗action‘ 

(deed or karma); & these both physical & astral-bodies 

are finally organized, by  their asomatic or subtle-body 

the ‗soul‘ (•).   
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(10)  

WHAT IS THOUGHT? WHY IT IS CONSIDERED AS 

THE FUNCTIONING-BIOENERGY-WAVES? HOW & 

WHY THOUGHT-ENERGY (PSYCHOPOTENTIALITY) 

IS RECHARGED, BY THE SLEEP-MECHANISM? WHY 

DREAM IS A RANDOMLY VISIBLE or VISUALISED-

THOUGHT-WAVES OF THE STORED (SUSPENDED) 

PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL-INFORMATION or 

MEMORIES? WHAT IS SLEEP? WHO CONTROLS OUR 

BODY-ACTIVITIES, DURING OUR SLEEP? WHAT IS 

RELATION BETWEEN, THE SLEEP & 

REVITALIZATION OF HUMAN-BODY-&-MIND? WHY 

DO WE  SLEEP? WHY DO WE SEE THE DREAM? 

WHAT IS SLEEP-PHYSIOLOGY /  DREAM-

PHYSIOLOGY / & SLEEPLESS-SLEEP-PHYSIOLOGY 

(MEDITATION-PHYSIOLOGY)? WHAT WE NEED TO 

DO A PRACTICE OF MEDITATION, UNDER 

PHILOSOPHICAL &/or SCIENTIFIC-APPROACH? 

 

  Thought-mechanism, sleep-mechanism, dream-

mechanism, sleepless-sleep-mechanism (meditation-

mechansim or contemplative-mental-mechanism), 

material-magnetism-mechanism or psychokinesis or 

telekinesis or telemechanics. 

 

  The trees are also (celluismically or  

cytopsychocosmically) able to think, predict & remember 

the events, which  take- place in their surroundings.   

 

 

  According to vedic-philosophy : human-brain 

(knowingly-&-unknowingly) cytopsychocosmically 

generates out the thoughts, at the rate of about more than 

60,000 thoughts per day, that are except during the 

hours of sound-sleep (which is with a voiding of the 

hours of dreamful-sleep). Actually, during dream-

mechanism, there are used (3-4 times) more number of 

the thought-waves of psychophotoelectrons to create the 

psycho- visual-picture (the dream) or imagination, than a 

use of the thoughts as simply during other activities of 

our awaken or  conscious-mental-state.     Thoughts-

Reactor or Neuronuclear-Reactor, Neurovoltaic-Cells of 
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  The importance of silence (mute-mind). Actually, 

silence is a state of the absence of sound, which is 

 

human-nervous-system, & Energy-&-Matter. 

  According to particles-&-waves-physics,- „matter‟ 

(reference-body), means, it‟s a highly condensed 

nonmolecular energy  or light-particles (as a frozen-light-

particles), that are the mostly positively-charged 

reference-proton / graviton-particles. In short, a „matter‟ 

is a visible-molecular-form of the  invisibly-functioning 

nonmolecular-energy. That means, when a subtly-infinite 

invisible nonmolecular-energy itself (herself) wants to 

functioning something special, in the physical-world; then 

its / her certain very very few but special nonmolecular-

waves, are nonmolecularly-molecularly converted into 

visible (but physically-restricted) molecular-form, and it 

is called as the „matter‟.    

 

  Vastushastra  =  Architecture  +  Cosmology (& Ecology) 

+ Philosophy. 

 

  Nature of The Cosmic-Energy (•) & Its Splitted-

Subcosmic- Forces & Cosmobiological-Forces.   

 

  According to modern-science,- all the living & nonliving 

things are made-up of the same physical-elements, so 

they are also subjected to the same physical-laws of 

nature.   

 

11 UNLIKE THE GREAT MEN, WHY OUR SPOKEN 

SENTENCES ARE NOT CONVERTED INTO THE 

SLOGANS? AND ACCORDING TO “THEORY OF 

HIFU-WAVES”; HOW A CONCENTRATED-

THOUGHT OF THE HIGHLY MEDITATED-MIND 

IS 10,000 TIMES GREATER, THAN AN 

ORDINARY-THOUGHT OF THE 

NONMEDITATED-MIND?    

 

  When the physics ends, from where a metaphysics / 

philosophy starts to think ahead.                     

 

  A material-magnetism or “mind (nonmolecularism) over 

the  matter (molecularism)”.        

 

  Law of Entropy (2nd-Thermodynamics-law) & 

Metabolism (anabolism &  catabolism).     

 

  Dark-Energy & Dark-Mental-Energy.      
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explained as a „ment-al-stillness‟. A silence is a 

nonverbal-language of the potential or mute-mind. So, 

when a longer mute-mind of trance-medit-ator starts to 

speak anything;  then his lips are acted as  a bow, his 

tongue acts as an arrow. Hence, like an action-pot- 

ential-arrow, his great spoken-words (or slogans) are 

also never failed to act on others. 

  Action-Potential Living-Cell.  

  Frictional-sound-waves (Ahat-Dhwani) & 

nonfrictional-sound waves (Anahat-Dhwani or mute-

sound-waves). 

 

  The more the talkative-nature (i.e. the more the 

working speech-centres of brain), the lower the 

psychostationary or psycho-potential-energy.         

 

12. HOW A COSMIC-TRIO OCCURS, BETWEEN THE 

CREATOR, HIS CREATION OF THE COSMOS & 

―COSMIC-CAUSE-&-EFFECT‖ (COSMIC-ACTION or 

VAISHVIK-KARMA)?  HOW OUR SOUL, 

PHYSICAL-BODY & LAW OF THE ―CAUSE-&-

EFFECT‖ (KARMA) ARE RELATED TO ONE 

ANOTHER? ........ (A comparative hypothetical-

explanation, according to ancient Indian vedic-philosophy 

& certain concepts of the modern-physics like, Dr. 

Einstein‘s general-theory of relativity, quantum-mechanics 

& Thermodynamics-laws etc.)    

 

  The eternal Omism / Ohmism or Cosmism of the 

highly zero charged cosmic-energy of universe 

photoelectrically plays its various but important 

nonmolecularly-molecular roles, as in three chief-forms 

or cosmic-dispositions like, omnipresent, omniscient 

& omnipotent.         

 

  Triple-creations / phenomena of the Nature  

  Thermodynamics-laws of energy directly-indirectly go 

towards the proving   of God‟s-theory. How? 

 

  According to Indian vedic-philosophy (ancient Indian 

Theoph-ysics, from Shree Bhagwad Geeta) : 

‗Spiritual‘, means, “dynamic & incorporeal-form”, or 

„Spiritual-Force‟, means, ―it believes that an 

incorporeal-spirit (superdynamic &/or superd-
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ynamogenetic-power) exists independently of the 

corporeal-body or physical-matter”; (Aater- all, the 

energy is the God,   and the God is the energy). And the 

same vedic-meaning of „spiritual‟, is explained in 

modern-physics like; ―all the forces or energy-waves 

(of living & nonliving-matters), are dynamically but 

absolutely free from their intrinsic-mass of the 

reference physical-matter‖, according to principle of 

the phys-ical-independence of the forces. Thus, 

ancient-science (vedic-philosophy) & modern-science 

are run parallel, to explain the truth of universe / 

nature. Only theirterminologies & styles of the story-

telling (philosophical &/or scientific-methods) are 

different. Thus, their aim to reach the Creator of 

universe, is one & the same. But, an ancient Indian 

vedic-philosophy is  proved as much more time-

tested spiritual-science to reach  the ultimate-cosmic-

cause (a real-cosmic-truth) of the   universe than a 

modern-science, since a very prolonged psycho-

biological / socioecological-evolution of man-kind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  We all are died, mentally (cytopsychocosmically or 

molecul-arly-nomolecularly), not cosmocellularly 

(nonmolecularly- molecularly). In short, in a whole 

universe, “everything   is a mortal & nothing is a 

mortal”.                

 

  According to vedic-concept of the 

cosmobiogenesisness, in  universe, nothing is 

nonliving-thing but everything is living-universe, 

nothing is nonliving-thing but everything is living-

thing.   

 

  A highly-zero-charged electrostatic-cosmic-energy-

state (•) is much much much much stonger than the 

stonger-nuclear- force of first four-fundamental-

subcosmic-forces; while, stronger-nuclear-force is 100 

times stronger than electromagnetic-force (not 

electrostatic-state), & electromagnetic-force is 1039 

times stronger than a gravitational-force. (A 

gravitational-fore, weaker-nuclear-force, stronger-

nuclear-force & electromagn-  etic-force, are the first 
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four fundamental-subcosmic-forces  which all derived 

from their one & the same cosmic-source  the ―Single-

Supercosmic-Force “•”.)     

  Everything of universe is cyclically born, organized 

and destroyed, in such infinite & all-time-resting-like 

zero-state of the cosmic-energy (0). Therefore, also 

according to great ancient Indian vedic-mathematician-

cum-saint Shree Bhaskaracharya (& now also 

according to world-famous Indian mathematician-cum-

astronomer Shrinivasa Ramanujan  as well as some 

western modern-mathematicians), it is proved that zero 

divided by zero is equal to infinity. With that, this 

infinity of the universe is the eternity of the universe, 

and this eternity of the universe is the Almighty of 

universe.   

 

 

 

  If someone gets his speed more than the speed of light, 

then  he can have a God-like eternal-entity.        

 

  Electrify, Electrostatic-energy, Electromagnetic-force, 

Electro-motive-Force (EMF).                          

 

  Cosmopotential-Electricity & Cosmokinetic-Electricity  

  Absolute-zero-energy (•) or ultra-lowest possible 

temperature           (-273.16o C) or brightless-cold-

light-energy & cryopreservation. 

 

  According to electrophysics, a negatively-charged-

energy is also considered as very near to zero-charged-

energy. 

 

  A physical-universe creating pimeval-atom (•) and 

physical- universe-destroying terminal-atom (•) of the 

universe. 

 

  For the whole cosmos as well as for its most-

miniatured cosmic-model the human-being, there is a 

well-organizing common-cosmic-message of the nature 

/ Creator, is that ―if gone beyond the outer-limits, I (the 

God or ૐ) will be destroyed; but I am absolutely 

eternal, only because I am always absolutely & exactly 

at the centre (of the everything).‖   

 

  A borderless-border-containing cosmic-carom-board 

and cosmic-dipole-state.    
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  According to nature‟s exobiological as well as 

biological laws of the ―life-force or any dynamic-force 

which is always generated from its pre-existing life-

force or dynamic-force.‖ 

 

  Cosmoecological-system of the Cosmism or Omism.  

  Cosmocellular-Religion or Nature‟s-Religion.     

  Pretenders can never withstand the nature‟s-court.  

  According to nature‟s-subtle-law of “the changes first 

occur at the waves-&-particles-level”,- where an 

increasing or decreasing of even a single particle from 

their atomic-structure, can change a whole design or 

form of the matter. So, later, it can make a new matter 

from its previous one. (For example, the 1st-physical-

atom of universe the hydrogen which contains  a 

massless or waves-like nonmolecular one electron and 

one proton; then through nature‘s-law of ―changes first 

occured at the waves-level & then at the particles-

level‖, this first parent-like hydrogen-atom undergoes 

to convert into its daughter-like 2nd-physical-atom the 

Helium which contains two massless or waves-like 

nonmolecular electrons & two massl-ess or waves-like 

nonmolecular protons; then atomic-sequentially its 

grand-son-like 3rd-physical-atom the Lithium which 

contains three electrons & three protons; then 4th-

physical- atom the Berelium contains four electrons 

& four protons, ....&  so on, to fulfil the nature‘s 

different creative-goals.)     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Quarks, Gluon-particles.  

  Antilight-particles-phenomenon & antimatter-

phenomenon, 1st-three-minutes of the early-universe & 

last-three-minutes of the late-universe. Big-bang-blast 

in primeval-atom (•) of the universe & big-crunch-blast 

in terminal-atom (•) of universe. How within a fraction 

of second, our physical-universe started its 

dynamically-adynamic cosmic-life, to grow from its 

size of  smaller than atom (primeval-atom) to bigger 

than galaxy to  achieve the infinite-exapnsion of the 

physical-universe at the infinite acceleration-rate of the 

speed.  
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  How a nonmolecular-based or NMCMCPU-waves-

based dynamic-force (atomism) of the atom (similarly 

primeval / terminal-atoms of universe) emits the light 

& its light-particle the „photon‟?      

 

  How matter is always evolved out from the energy, not 

the energy from matter.  (Note: But, our modern-

science still believes that it is difficult to separate the 

energy-&-matter from each other. Because, where such 

dual-concept of the “energy-&-matter”, are just like a 

situation of the ―chicken-&- egg‖; so, to them, it is 

very difficult to say that which one was first evolved.) 

 

  How nature deceives us, through her (mirror-image-

creating) stronger-illusive-force (mayavi-shakti), 

everytime at every physical-event of the physical-

world.   

 

  Zero-spaceo-time or space-time-continuum or constant-

space-time & divided-space-time. 

 

  In vedic-philosophy, this great cosmic-constancy or 

zero-spa-ceo-time or constant-space-time (Time of time 

or constantly-moving-time-wheel) is known as the 

‗Mahakal‘. And Lord Shiva is also known, as the 

‗Mahakaleshwar‘.  (Where, Maha‟, means, the great or 

infinite or eternal; „kal‟, means, the „time‟; and 

„Ishwar‟, means, the lord. That is as the “lord of the 

infinite-time”, who / which digests the everything of 

universe.) Thus, such infinite cosmic-constancy or 

zero-spaceo-time is only influenced, by its Creator the 

lord Shiva (Maha-kaleshwar).   

 

  In spite of, such all great cosmic-changes, a big-

crunch-blast is not the ultimate-end-stage of the 

universe,- according to nature‟s-law of the cosmic-

cloning-phenomenon: that continuously & purely-

cyclically takes-place as in an order of the 1st-

Thermodynamics-law of,- the nature‟s-duality-based 

nonmole-cularly-molecular-cosmic-conversion of the 

(cosmic)-energy ------> matter (physical-universe) -----

-> (cosmic-energy).  

 

  How, herewith, jointly according to ancient vedic-

science & modern-science‟s 1st-Thermodynamics-law 
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of purely-cyclic-order of, ―energy -----> matter -----> 

energy‖, e.g. ultimately this book would purely-

cyclically have already written, by me (& you would 

cyclically have already read it), before 30 billion years 

of previously-existed-universe; & would also purely-

cycli-cally be again written by me (& it would also 

purely-cyclically be again read by you), after 30 billion 

years of the next- physical-universe.               

 
 

 A different finite & shortly-acyclically-cyclic-

conversions are  the subsets of their singular-&-

Godfather-like infinite cyclic- conversion of the 

nature; likewise, a different finite divided- space-

times are the subsets of their Singular-&-Godfather-like 

an infinite constant-space-time. And, similarly, where 

all the black-holes (alongwith their particular planets & 

stars‟-colonies) of universe, are the subsets of the big-

bang-blast-inducing singular-black-hole of universe 

 

  Without cyclic-tendency or orderliness, creation / 

organization is / are not possible; and without acyclic-

tendency or disorder-liness or randomness, destruction 

is not possible.   

 

  Not only 2nd-&-3rd Thermodynamics-laws of energy, 

but all the physical-laws of physical-world are the 

subsets of the 1st Thermodynamics-law of energy.          

 

  In a whole world, there is always seen an opposite but 

well-balancing absolute nature of the existency-&-

nonexistency of all the living & nonliving-matters of 

the universe like, nothing is immortal & everything is 

mortal in the universe, that means, an everything of the 

universe is mortally-immortal.  Because of, according 

to such neutral-principle of  the constant-space-time & 

1st-Thermodynamics-law of (energy -----> matter -----> 

energy),- all the living & nonliving-matters of the

 universe have neither beginning nor end. 

Thus, cosmic-constancy or constant-space-time or 

zero-spaceo-time is mostly stood as an infinite & 

neutral cosmic-scale for all the nature‟s -phenomena & 

events. That means, it only remains in the “constant-

state”  (to which we called as a “present-tense”) ; 
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before it, there is no meaning of the past & future-states 

or  tenses. In short, such all the processes of nature / 

universe,  take-place under the influence of this  

constant-space-time (Time of time) which constantly-

moves-as a time-wheel. There- fore, like the existency 

of God, the existence of „time‟ can also be 

comprehensible, not tangible.       

 
 

 Likewise, anabolic-&-catabolic phenomena of the 

metabolism of our physical-body, these both equal-&-

oppsite-like universal-states of the cosmic-

nonmolecularism (cosmic-nothingness or cosmic-

anabolic-state) & cosmic-moleculaism (cosmic-

everythingness or cosmic-catabolic-state), are 

constantly maintained as in a two extreme-poles of the 

universe, to organize the whole reference-based 

physical-universe, according to order of the nature‟s-

duality. In which, nature absolutely  acts at its every 

event, but where it also remains as a free from its every 

intrinsic-field of the every reference physical- 

phenomenon, according to a “principle of the physical-

independence of the forces”.   

 

  According to principle of the physical-independence 

of the forces, in particles-&-waves-physics that,-―if a 

number of the forces are simultaneously acting on  

their reference-particle. Then, each one of them will 

produce the same effect, which would have done while 

acting along. Hence, every kind of the energy or force 

is absolutely free from its intrinsic-mass the physical-

matter (reference-body)‖. Hence, in electrophy-sics, 

the same thing is explained like: any kind of the 

energy, is always remained as free from its intrinsic-

mass i.e. from a passive-like reference-physical-matter.        

 

  Quantum-Mechanics-Theory & internal-energy.  

  How now an existence of the Creator of universe can 

be proved, through Thermodynamics-laws of energy & 

such unified--cosmocellular-hypothesis alongwith a 

simultaneous or colat-eral-spiritual-version. 

 

 

(13) 

THERMODYNAMICS-LAWS OF THE ENERGY 

& THEIR COSMOCELLULAR or 
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COSMOBIOLOGICAL-RELATIONS, WITH THE 

CREATOR & HIS DYNAMIC CREATION- THE 

―PHYSICAL UNIVERSE‖. 

  1st-Thermodynamics-Law of the Energy, internal-

energy and enthalpy. 

 

  2nd-Thermodynamics-Law of Energy.        

  Material-Time (divided-space-time), constant-space-

time, divided-biological-time and exobiological-time, 

and constant- biological-time.   

 

  The „(divided or material)-time‟ is a daughter / subset 

of the constant-space-time (the truth-force). 

 

  The First-&-Final-Cosmic-Cause of the universe and 

Cosmic-Puppet-Show.     

 

  In Indian vedic-science, it is explained like,- ―Akoham 

Bahu-shyam‖; where, „Akoham‟, means, Singular or 

Singularity of universe (•); and, „Bahushyam‟, means, 

“multiplying to get an infinite-state of the plurality” or 

cosmic-clonings.  In short, where this „Akoham‟ (a 

Singularity of universe) is the Single-Supercosmic-

Force (•); while,„Bahushyam‟ are His infinitely  plural-

number of physical-universes. While, in scientific-

words, it is said like; ―The Chief-Cosmic-Energy (•) ---

--> Cosmic--Matters -----> Chief-Cosmic-Energy (•)‖. 

Thus, according to vedic-cosmocellular-formula 

(Brahmande So pinde, Pinde  So Brahmande),- the 

Cosmic-Singularity (Vaishvik-Akoham-state) is 

cyclically converted into cosmic-plurality (Vaishvik-

Bahushyam-state), through a nature‟s cosmic-cloning-

phenom enon, at the infinite-scale of the universe, 

where „vaishvik‟, means, universal; likewise, single 

parents-cell (Jaivik or biological-akoham-state) of the 

organism converts into multiple daughter-cells 

(biological-bahushyam-state), through a nature‟s cell-

division or cellular-cloning-phenomenon, at the finite 

cellular-level of ecosystem of the earth.     

 

  Likewise, a great tree is hidden in its smallest-seed, 

such greatest vastness of the physical-universe is also 

hidden in its  smallest but too highly zero-charged (•) 

supercosmic-atom or supercosmic-capsule (cosmic-
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seed), under rules of the cosmic-duration or zero-

spaceo-time. Thus, every (biogenic and abiogenic)-

atom is the great universe, within itself; & every 

universe (i.e. a very compressed-cosmic-capsule or 

cosmic-  -egg) is the greatly-smallest (biogenic / 

abiogenic)-atom, within itself.                                   

  In human-body, the effects of different and divided-

biological-times (not constant-biological-time) on 

every living-cell, are cytopsychocosmically regulated 

by a hypothalamus (biological-clock or Jaivik-ghadi) 

of the brain.  According to vedic-science: this natural 

but molecularly-finite neurological- pace-maker the 

„hypothalamus‟ (Brahmrandhra) of brain-system, is the 

biophotoelectrically 1st-physiospiritual-site of the 

natural-  &-infinite-nonmolecular cosmocellular-

pacemaker i.e. the biological-power-point the ‗soul‘ 

(•), in human-body. While, a 2nd-physiospiritual-site of 

the ‗soul‘ in our human-body, is the natural but 

molecularly-finite ‗cardiac-pacemaker‘ (dahad-akash) 

the S.A.Node of right-atrium of heart  

 

  The word, ‗space‘, is also defined as an empty but 

“potential-cavity” of the body or cell.) And ‗potential‘, 

means, a „creative-ability‟ which contains highly zero-

charged-energy, which can create anything from its 

absolute-zeroness, alongwith a releasing of its two 

chief (right & left-hands like) positive and negative-

forces from their dipole-state. So, virtually, such an 

apparently empty-space (of either living / nonliving-

atom) contains all the cosmocellular-potentialities-

&possibilities, within its full of emptiness. In short, the 

“(empty)-space” is the „zero‟, and „zero‟ is the great 

„energy‟. Where this great zero “0” (a full of emptiness 

or nonmolecularismness) is the intangible-truth of 

nature / God, which is never perceived by our ordinary  

five physical-reference-senses (of the vision, smell, 

hearing,  touch & taste). But, only its very minor parts 

of the tangible-truth of the physical-universe is 

perceived by them, as in a  different illusionary-

orders. And such intangible but absolute universal-

zeroness is prevailed everywhere in the universe, i.e. 
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from an every  atom / cell to cosmos. 

  According to regression of time, have you ever seen 

that a reverse-process (a reverse-reference-order) of  

the nature, where a dispersed-ink or liquid-indigo in a 

glass of water is spontaneously accumulated to reform 

a single drop of ink to again make a clear water in 

glass?    

 

  Physical-universe-destroying-space-time-machine  

  Cosmocellularly or scientifically (i.e. according to 

particles-&-waves-physics), what is the reason of 

invisibility of the soul in our body & Supreme-Soul 

(the God) in the universe, inspite of, their absolute 

existence in our physical body and universe, 

respectivley? 

 

  Tandav-Nrutya (cosmic-dance) of the lord Shiva & its 

relation with modern-equation of Dr. Einstein, E = 

mc2. 

 

  3rd-Thermodynamics-Law of Energy.      

  Nervous-radio-waves, biological-combustion, grey-

matter & white-matter of nervous-system & 

bioluminescent-cold-light (the aura).       

 

 
14 

WHAT IS ATOM (AT THE OM)? AND HOW REAL 

ARE  THE ATOMS? CAN WE SEE THE ATOMS or 

ATOMIC-BEHAVIOUR?  WHAT IS THEOPHYSICAL-

IMPORTANCE OF THE ―FULL OF EMPTINESS‖ OF 

ATOM, (i.e. THE ZERO-CHARGED DARK-ATOMIC-

ENERGY, WHICH OCCUPIES A MAJOR PARTS OF 

THE 99.999% OF ATOM AS ‗ATOMISM‘)?..... A 

SUBATOMIC, THEOATOMIC & ELECTRO-

PHYSIOLOGICAL-STUDIES OF THE FUNCTIONAL-

MINDS (THAT ARE THE CONSCIOUS, 

SUBCONSCIOUS & SUPERCONSCIOUS-MINDS), & 

THEIR THREE MAIN  NERVOUS-ELEMENTS OF 

THE PHYSICAL HUMAN-BRAIN, THAT ARE THE 

NERVOUS-PROTON-PARTICLES (NPP), NERVOUS-

ELCTRON-PARTICLES (NEP) & NERVOUS-

NEUTRON-PARTICLES (NNP) OF THE NERVOUS-

CELL (NEURON), RESPECTIVELY.         

 

  ‗Goldilocks-planet‘, means, it is not too hot, so water  
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does not boil-away; it is also not too cold, so it does not 

freeze; even it is not too small, so it can have the life-

evolving atmo-sphere; and it is also not too big, so it 

does not have the lifeless atmospheres, (like the planet 

Jupiter).   

  A probable-life of the proton is to be about more than 

11 millon million million million million years. Means, 

a proton-life is much much longer than a life-span of 

the present-universe. (It is also astronomically believed 

that the life of our today‟s physical-universe is 15 

billions years old.) While, life of the neutron (& 

quarks), is still much more than a proton‟s-life. 

Because of, such all things, neutron-particles of both 

the nonliving and living-things [especially nervous-

neutron-particles (NNP)-based superconscious-human-

mind] know everything about the universe, that is since 

before the birth & after the death of universe, and they 

also know about the modus-opre-ndi of the Creator of 

universe.   

 

  In vedic-science, it is explained about infinite-godliness 

or infinite-value of the cosmic-nothingness or cosmic-

zero (0), as in its vedic-mathematical-meaning 

(theomathematically), especially by an ancient Indian 

saint cum astronomer cum math- ematician, Shree 

Bhaskarachaya , - “zero is devided by a  zero, is equal 

to infinity (not zero)”. Means, the zero-energy   (0) 

is neither divided nor multiplied, but it remains same 

for ever. Thus, such infinite-value showing vedic-

formula of the zero, indirectly supports to the modern-

concept of 1st-Thermo dynamics-law of the energy that 

the energy is neither created not destroyed, but it 

remains constant forever. 

 

  In vedic-philosophy, it is frequently cosmocellularly 

said like, ―Parmatma So Atma, Atma So Parmatma‖;  

— it means, „Supreme-Soul‟ is alike the „soul‟, and the 

„soul‟ is alike the „Supreme-Soul‟; likewise, 

―Brahmande So Pinde, Pinde So Brahmande‖ ; it 

means, whatever is present or occurred in the space, is 

also similarly present or occurred in the living- cells / 
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physical-body. So thus according to these both jointly 

 physical & subtle vedic cosmocellular-formulae; 

here, it can be compared like, the Supreme Soul + 

Cosmos = Soul + Living Cells (of physical body).         

  A wholeness of the universe (a cosmic-existence or 

whole-cosmism) is known as the „God‟. Thus, 

according to nature‟s cosmocellular-law, the God Who 

has created the world, is not far from us; but in Him, 

we live and move; in Him, we exist. Hence, a whole 

existence of the universe is sacred.   

 

  An entire cosmos is evolved from the great nothing of 

universe (i.e. from a full of cosmic-emptiness or 

cosmic-nothing-ness), and everything of universe 

(cosmic-molecuarism) is again merged into this great 

nothing of universe (cosmic-non-molecularism).                         

 

  A ‗neuron‘ (nervous-cell) is a neuro-molecular  or 

physical-nervous-unit of the tangible human-brain; 

while, a ‗synapse‘ is a nonmolecular or functional-

nervous-unit of the intangible & infinite human-mind. 

According to nature‟s-duality of ―matter- -&-energy‖, 

there is also prevailed a nervous-duality between the 

―neuron-&-synapse‖; later, they both are inseparately 

& dually-acted as a ―physical-brain (molecular-brain) 

& functional subtle-human-mind (nonmolecular-

mind)‖, respectively. In this way, these both reference 

physical human-brain & functional human-mind-force 

are behaved, according to principle of the physical-

independ-ence of the forces, that “all the forces or 

energy-waves of living & nonliving-matters (& mental-

waves) are absolutely free from their intrinsic-mass of  

the reference-physical-matter (human-brain)”.   

 

  All the emotions & intuitions first cosmospiritually 

&/or cos-mocellularly (nonmolecularly-molecularly) 

arise in a human-mind, then which are 

cytopsychocosmically (molecularaly-nonmolecularly) 

reflecting or referring to body to create certain 

changes in the cellular-chemistry-&-physiology of the 

particular organs / system of the body. For example : 

An anxiety-impulses / waves can activate the 
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sympathetic-branch of autonomic-nervous-system 

(ANS) to induce the dysfunctions of gastric-cells of 

gastrointestinal-system, as irritable-bowel-syndrome, 

acidity, ulcer & loss of appetite (anorexia) etc. etc. 

  First, incorporeal-formed-God (•) has made a man; 

then His most-loving-son a man has made (a corporeal 

astroant-hropomorphic-formed)-God. Thus, according 

to Theophysics & cosmocellular-theory, the God 

(Exobio-Omism) and man (bio-Omism) are the 

complementary to each other. That‟s why why, in 

absence of the man, a glory of the God is zero.                         

 

  According to particles-&-waves-physics, an 

„interference‟ of two waves may be either „constructive 

/ anabolic‟ (i.e. as they add) or „destructive / catabolic‟ 

(i.e. as they subtract).  

 

  By an accurate-arrangement of the respectively 

moleuclari- smness & nonmolecularismness of the 

particles-&-waves, it can be possible to have as 

following positions.  

Sound + Sound = Silence (As Destructive Interference).  

 Sound + Sound = More Sounds (As Constructive              

Interference). 

 

 

 
 

 After-all, biological-atom is much much superior to 

abiologi-cal-atom.   

 

(15) A THEOATOMIC-RELATIONSHIP, BETWEEN THE 

ATOM-AND-ATMA.    

                                    

 

  Theoatomically, the Atomism = Atom + Omism ; (or 

At+ Omism). Also in a modern-term the ‗atom‘, a 

cosmic-word- “ૐ” (OM) is itself subtly hidden like, 

Atom = At + Om or at the Om. Thus, it shows that OM 

is theoatomically present at everywhere in the universe.    

 

  After-all, such celluism or bioism or or physiological-

force of the finite biophotoelectrons‟-stream releasing 

bioatom of the every living-cell, is also just like an 

allotropic or a next-form of the infinite beam of the 

biophotons of the biological-power-point (•) the soul. 

Therefore, our bioatom is much more powerful than 
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any nonliving or abiotic-atom. 

 
 

 Vedic-Mathematically and electrophysiologically, it 

can be compared like, a subtle cosmocellular-ratio of, 

atma : atom = physio-spiritual-unit : purely-physical-

unit. Hence, for a  sake of the simplification, it can be 

said that during evolution of the first life on earth, 

biochemistrywise, they both would have jointly acted 

as,  the atma (physio-spiritual-unit) + atom (purely-

physical-unit) = terrestrial living-being. There fore, in 

this book, it is frequently said that the soul is the  

cosmic-DNA (Cosmocellular-DNA) or germinating-

seed of the God (Supreme-Soul). In short, this vedic-

unified cosmo-cellular-law (i.e. the “Brahmande So 

Pinde, Pinde So Brahmande) of the nature shows that 

through a study of the atomic-theory (anvik-vigyan) 

alongwith a cellular-theory (pind-vigyan or human-

science),everything of the universe can be explored. 

Hence, a one-line-like statement of such huge 

cosmocellular-hypothesis, is that, ―If, in future during 

some  cataclysm, our all the scientific-knowledge were 

to be destroyed & only one statement passed-on to our 

next-generation, then what statement would be 

contained the most important knowledge in a few 

words? And as I think it is the vedic-cosmocellular-law 

of Brahmande So Pinde, Pinde So Brahmande; 

Parmatma So Atma, Atma So Parmatma. Because, 

everything of univrse is made-up of the same cosm-  

obiogenetic-properties, as biotic in origin (not as in 

abiotic in origin). In these few words of „unified-vedic-

cosmo-cellular- law‟, there is hidden a very shortly but 

infinite amount of the knowledge about the whole 

universe which can be explored, with just a little use of 

the cosmocellularly-hypothetical-  thinking.‖                                    

 

(16) A COMPARATIVE-STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL-

VOLUME OF INFINITESIMAL-MOLECULE (ANU), 

ATOM (PARMANU), & THEIR SUBTLE BUT VERY 

INFINITE-CAPACITY (OF ATOMISM), ACCORDING 

TO MODERN-SUBATOMIC-PHYSICS & ANCIENT-

ATOMIC-THEOPHYSICS. ....A UNIFIED-STUDY OF 

THE NATURE‟S COSMOBIOGENETIC-PRINCIPLE 
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(WHICH EXPLAINS ABOUT THE BIOGENETIC-

ORIGIN OF UNIVERSE) LIKE: HOW THE NEW 

PARALLEL-UNIVERSE (or PARALLEL-SOLAR-

SYSTEM or ITS PARALLEL-PLANETS, e.g. THE 

PARALLEL-EARTH &/or ITS PARALLEL-OZONE-

LAYER) CAN COSMOCELLULARLY BE 

DEVELOPED, BY A COSMIC-ISOLATION (& THEN 

BY A COSMIC-INSTALLATION or IMPLANTATION) 

OF THE TOTIPOTENT ―SINGLE-SUPERCOSMIC-

ATOM‖ (•), IN THE ―SPACE-CULTURE-MEDIUM / 

DISH‖ OF THE SPACE-LAB. .....{LIKEWISE, A 

FULLY-MATURED LIVING-BEING (or ITS CERTAIN 

LIVING-ORGANS LIKE LIVER, SPLEEN, 

PANCREAS, KIDNEY & BONEMARROW-TISSUES 

etc.) CAN BE DEVELOPED BY AN ISOLATION & 

IMPLANTATION OF THE TOTIPOTENT STEM-

CELLS, IN A CULTURE-MEDIUM / DISH OF THE 

SCIENCE-LABORATORY?} MEANS, HOW THIS 

TOTIPOTENT SINGLE- SUPERCOSMIC-ATOM (•) 

CAN COSMOCELLULARLY ACT AS A 

―SUPERCOSMIC-STEM-CELL‖? AND FROM WHERE 

COULD WE RECEIVE SUCH SUPERCOSMIC-

ATOMS (•)? IN SHORT, HOW WAS A ―UNIVERSE-

REGENERATION or RECREATION-TECHNOLOGY‖ 

DEVELOPED, IN ANCIENT-INDIAN-VEDIC-ERA, 

LIKEWISE THE TODAY‟S ―ORGAN-REGENERTION-

TECHNOLOGY‖?...... (THAT MEANS, TO DEVELOP 

THE INFINITE UNIVERSE FROM AN 

INFINITESIMAL ―SINGLE-SUPERCOSMIC-ATOM 

(•)”, IS COSMOCELLULARLY CALLED AS A 

―COSMIC-CLONING OF THE UNIVERSE‖). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Nature‟s universal-law ―the smaller the physical-

capacity (volume) of the matter / atom, the greater the 

potentiality of matter / atom‖, is similarly prevailed 

everywhere in universe. (Jointly according to modern 

particles-&-waves-physics & ancient vedic-calculation 

of the soul‘s-size, a submit- croscopic-measurement or 

nonmolecular-measurement of the soul, is about 

0.000008 millimicron,i.e. the 0.00001 millimicron or 
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10-5millimicron.)   

  The atom is the great universe, within itself.  

  According to vedic-philosophy, there are a total 32 

crore cosmic-systems-organizing nature‟s-phenomena 

which are occurring in the world, since an origin of the 

universe to end of the universe. And where these all 32 

crore Vedic or Hindu -Gods- &-Goddesses are 

nothing, but they are astroanthr- opomorphically 

(symbolically) just like a highly intellectual & divine-

aliens-like different cosmic-representatives of these all 

the different 32 crore nature‟s-phenomena / systems. 

And, at-last, they all are also absolutely influenced, by 

an Ultimate-Cause of the universe the Supreme-Soul 

(•). Indeed, no system is organized, by itself. After-all, 

matter can neither create nor govern / organise nor 

animate the matter, itself. As we know that without 

cause, a creation is not possible; and without creator, 

its cause is not possible. 

 

  Akoham-Bahushyam-phenomenon or cosmic-cloning- 

inharitancy. 

 

  As many number of nonmolecular “ૐ” (OMs) in the 

universe, so as number of molecular atoms in the 

universe; & as many number of (both molecular living-

&-nonliving)-atoms in the universe, so as number of 

nonmolecular “ૐ” (OMs) in the universe. {That‟s 

why, vedically as well as theoatomically, the term 

„atomism‟ is nonmolecularly-molecularly defined like, 

Atomism = Atom + Omism ; (or At + Omism). Also in 

a modern-term the ‗atom‘, a cosmic-word ‗OM‘ (ૐ) is 

itself subtly hidden like, Atom = At + Om. Thus, it 

shows that OM is theoatomically & nonmolecularly-

molecularly present at everywhere in the universe.} In 

such a way, Ohmism or Omism of the cosmic-word-

“ૐ” (Ohm or OM) is everything of whole universe; or 

an everything of universe is occurred at the Om  (ૐ).  

 

  According to modern-physics as well as vedic-formula  
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of,---―Suxmam Analpam, Analpam Anatam‖, it 

means, “the smaller the physical-capacity (volume) of 

matter / atom, the greater the potential of that matter / 

atom”. Thus, it shows the infinite-capacity of the 

infinitesimal living-cell. In other words, a large atom / 

cell &/or matter has a proportionately smaller surface 

& a higher volume: surface ratio, than a smaller atom 

or cell. Thus, a large volume of the cell (atom / matter / 

cosmos) to accomodate its many cellular-organeles 

(atom / matter / cosmos), is also simultaneously 

restricted to exchange the cellular (atomic / materials / 

cosmic)-information), through the surface, 

respectively. 

  A ‗Cosmocellularly-transgenetic-technology‘, means, 

it was the ancient vedic-technology to create the new 

viable and parallel-physical-universe, from the human-

living-cells. While, ‗Transgenesis‘, means, it‟s a cross-

breeding-method (hybridization), through which the 

extracted genes are introduced from a one species to 

another. 

 

(15) An ‗atom‘ is a ―physical-cause / unit‖ (or a molecular-

cause or a building-block) of the whole physical-universe; 

likewise, a ‗seed‘ is a ―physical-cause / unit‖ of the great 

tree, ‗DNA‘ is a ―physical-cause‖ (a life-unit) of every 

physical living-organism, and ‗soul‘ is the biocatalytic-

physiospiritual-unit (cosmoc-ellular-DNA) of the Supreme-

Soul (great cosmospiritual-energy) etc. 

 

  Also according to modern electrophysics, there is 

absolutely prevailed an inverse-relationship, between 

the physical-capacity of matter (atom) & its potentiality 

like,-“the smaller the physical-capacity (volume) of 

matter / atom, the greater the potential-charged-matter 

/ atom”. With that, ancient vedic- anvik-vigyan also 

says the same thing like,— ―Pratyaxm Alpam, 

Analpam Apratyaxm Avam Suxmam‖; it means, a  

tangible or visible (pratyaxm)-matter / event is finite 

(alpam); while, an intangible or invisible (apratyaxm)-

matter / event is infinite (anaplam) as well as 

infinitesimal (suxmam), that is as an invisible-infinitely-
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infinitesimal.   

  How a well-known ancient Indian saint Shree 

Brahmrshree Vishvamitra (who was a vedic-cum-

atomic-tutor or guru of lord Shree Rama, and also a 

founder of the great Gayatri-mantra etc.) had 

developed His “supersense of hyperspace”, by a 

prolonged trance-meditation-(TM)-practice (Tapsya or 

Samadhi) to cosmocellularly develop the new parallel-

physical-universe.    

 

  In ancient vedic-astronomy, it is also said like,―Yasmin 

Gyantva Sarvam Gyantam Bhavati‖; it means, ―it is 

possible  to know about the everything of universe, 

through a knowing about that thing of human-body (& 

/or its living-cell)‖. In other words, it can be said like, 

―a knowledge of the exobiology  (life in the outer-

space) is possible, through a thorough know-  ledge of 

the geobiology or terrestrial-biology (life on the 

earth)‖. Means, here, this vedic-rhym says that a man 

can also reach the cosmos & its Creator, through such 

cosmo-cellular-study, i.e. as ―a cosmocellular-journey 

which (reversely) takes-place from the cell (celluism) 

-----> to ------> cosmos (Cosmism)‖. After-all, a 

cosmic-map of the whole universe is encoded or 

trapped in a DNA-chain of the living-cells. [For 

example,- in a farm of the wheat, through a checking of 

just one fist of the wheats‟-grains (living-cells or 

atoms) from a whole heap of the grains (universes), is a 

qute enough to  know the nature & quality of whole 

heap of the wheats‟-grains (universes). Means, thus, it 

does not require to investigate all  the grains (matters / 

events) of the whole wheats‟-heap (universes), & it is 

also impractical & impossible.]   

 

  Atomic-theory, jumping-electrons, speedy-photons, 

photons, light-spectrum, colour-&-temperature, 

radioactivity and isot- opes.   

 

(17) WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED AT THE ―FIRST-

THREE-MINUTES‖ OF VERY EARLY-UNIVERSE, & 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT THE ―LAST-THREE-

MINUTES‖ OF THE VERY LATE-UNIVERSE, 
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(ACCORDING TO ANCIENT VEDIC-ASTRONOMY & 

MODERN-ASTRONOMY)? LIKEWISE, A 

PARALLAX-MEASUREMENTS-METHOD OF THE 

MODERN-ASTRONOMY, HOW TO MEASURE THE 

COSMIC-DISTANCE, BETWEEN TWO STARS OR 

GALAXIES, THROUGH AN ANCIENT VEDIC 

COSMOCELLULAR-MEASUREMENTS-METHOD 

(i.e. UNIFYINGLY THROUGH AN 

ASTROBIOLOGICAL or COSMOCELLULAR AS 

WELL AS CYTOCOSMIC-STUDY OF THE 

DIFFERENT ORGANELLES OF LIVING-CELL) ? 

  After-all, astronomy is not merely a purely kinematics-

study, but it is also a dynamic-study. Because, it is 

defined as; Astronomy= Physics of the Space + 

Rational Philosophy. At-last, virtually, it should be 

born in our mind that universe or cosmos (Cosmism) & 

its most-miniatured cosmic-model the human-body / 

living-cells (& celluism / bioism) are not as simple as 

we might have thought. 

 

  Solar-system, external-&-internal-structure of the 

earth, cosmic-dusts, geobiological-life-span of the 

earth. 

 

  The stars & galaxy.  

  Why & how does the stars convert into a red-giants?  

  Ozone-layer of earth & atmospheric-antioxidants.  

  According to ancient vedic-astronomy and its 

cosmocellular-concepts,- ―we are not alone in the 

universe; and with that, we are also not just left as an 

organism without care-&-aim, in the earthly-cradle of 

the universe, by our (whosoever most-believed) 

Creator‖. That means, in universe, Someone is our 

aimfully & all-time care-taker, since our most-

primitive jungle-life. Otherwise, on the earth, our 

whole man-kind would have completely eradicated by 

the wild-animals, during his early jungle-life.   

 

  Also according to modern-astronomy,--- our whole 

physical-universe blew-up, and growing in a great size, 

that would be at the inflating-rate of the hundred 

trillion-quintillion-quintillion times in a fraction of 
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second. That means, on nanodimensio- nal-scale of the 

cosmic-inflation, a whole univrse grew-up from a 

smaller than single-atom to a greater than all the 

galaxies of universe, within a fraction of second.      

  Parallax-measurement-method of modern-astronomy & 

cosmo-cellular-measurement-method to measure the 

distance between two stars. 

 

  The cells-producing & cells-destroying Reticulo-

Endothelium-System (R.E.-system) of human-being, is 

behaved as a biological-blackhole-system. 

 

  The nature‟s-cosmophoenix-phenomena of the 

creation, organisation, destruction & recreation of the 

universe; where phoenix never gets finished.    

 

(18) AN ANCIENT VEDIC-ASTRONOMICAL-CONCEPT 

AS WELL AS MODERN-ASTRONOMICAL-CONCEPT 

OF THE BLACK-HOLE, BIG-BANG-BLAST & BIG-

CRUNCH-BLAST OF THE UNIVERSE. AND HOW 

THEY ALL ARE UNIFYINGLY & ULTIMATELY 

PROVING THE ASTROPHYSICAL-ANALYSIS OF 

THE OMNISM (OMISM) OF ANCIENT VEDIC 

COSMIC-WORD-“ૐ” (OM) IN THE UNIVERSE? 

 

 

 

  The black-holes (Krishna-Wivar) act as a space-

vaccum-cleaner or cosmocatalysmic-centre or 

encrashing-Cosmic-R.E-System of the universe. They 

could be the gateways to other universe. 

 

  Nebula, solar-nebula, planetary-nebula, white-dwarft, 

protostar & protoplanet.      

 

  Such universally-prevailing unified-cosmocellular-

orders of the nature‟s-triple-phenomena of ―creation, 

organization, and destruction‖ & another nature‟s-law 

of the universal-cosmic-cause-&-effects (vaishvik-

theory of Karma),- which show us that without aimful-

cause (teleological-cause), a creation is not possible, 

& without Creator, the cause is not possible; after-all, 

a matter cannot take such any aimful-decision, itself; 

because, at-last, matter can neither create nor govern 

nor animate the matter, itself. So, thus, we can see 

what a great & different creations our Creator has done 
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with a very  prolonged cosmic-exercises-&-patience, 

as prior to send His  most-loving-son the „man‟ on the 

extraordinarily well-equipped goldilocks-planet the 

earth!!  Of course, it is scientifically admirable, if 

when he is inquisitively not ready to believe in God. 

But, it is spiritually never pardonable, if when he 

intentionally and prejudicely says (i.e. just on a bases 

of his very restricted modern-information rather than 

knowledge) that there is no God in universe !! 

  Chandrasekhar-Limit, Supernova & Neutron-Star.  

  Till-today, God / nature is in a search of the genius 

persons  (a true scientist / philosopher / saint) who can 

cordially, geni-usly & scientifically as well as 

spiritually (not religiously) try to understand Him, 

through a genius-attempt to know the different 

nature‟s-phenomena (His different working-styles) 

which all have been continued, since the very 

beginning of the universe to create His ultimate-goal of 

the universe the „man‟. So who   (His son a man)  can 

reduce His Vaishvik-Akoham-Feeling (cosmic-

lonliness). But, He becomes more sad, when His son 

who spends his whole terrestrial-life just behind to 

please his five-physical-senses and achieve the 

materialistic-goals only. And above all these things, 

God Who might have too reprented to create the man, 

especially when His this highly intell-ectual son is 

unthoughtfully bounded, in a man-dividing / isol-  

ating-bondages of the different religions and their 

fanatisms. Means, God can easily bear the dying-sun / 

star / universe, but can not bear his religiously-

divided-son a man.  

 

 

 

 

 

  After-all, a speculation or imagination has no end. But, 

it should be born in our mind that every hypothetical-

idea should be treated with a considerable preservation 

and evaluation, especially when our all the physical-

laws and mathematical-calculations of modern-science 

are helpless. 

 

 

 

  Ergosphere & Cosmic-Word-“ૐ”.     

  Singular-supermega-black-holes, dual-cosmophoenix-  
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mechanisms of the big-bang-blast & big-crunch-blast 

of universe and spaghettifying-effect of black-hole. 

  Mini-Black-Holes.    

  How did Dr. Einstein derive the relativity of time and 

space from the light?   

 

  A relation between the “regression of time or events 

and science of invisibility‟”.                      

 

  Quantum-Theory.                               

  The Cosmic-Arrow (Direction) of Time-Force.  

  An invisible virtual-reality of the ‗spontaneousness‘ 

(aut-oismness) is a basic nature,— of the time-

autocracy of the Godfather-like constant-space-time-

wheel of infinite-universe & then cosmoinheritively a 

time-autocracy of its daughter-like every divided-

space-time-wheel of the every finite physical-universe, 

of the atomism of every atom, of the celluism of every 

living-cell, of the soulism / bio-Omism of every soul, 

of the Cosmism / Ohmism of the Supreme-Soul. In 

short, an illusion-making restricted-visual-reality 

(finite-visibility) of the every matter / event is 

absolutely organized, by its restrictio-nless virtual-

reality (infinite-invisibility). [Where, ‗virtual-reality‘ 

means, it can never directly be detected or visible, but 

whose existence does have absolute-effects; e.g. a 

nonmolecular quarks & its different quantum-particles 

of molecular-matter, or an invisible but absolutely life-

force organizing nonmolecular soul & its molecular-

based physical-body.]   

 

  A black-hole is an absolute evidence of the strongest 

nonmo-lecular-world & its superiority over the 

molecular-world. 

 

  A velocity of light is the limit for a physical-velocities 

in physical-world (molecular-world), especially to 

enter into another-world or subtle-world 

(nonmolecular-world). 

 

  Is it possible to travel at the speed of faster than light? 

Or is it possible to travel at the speed of thought?   

 

  The cosmic-word-“ૐ“is a chief-cosmic-codeword  
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(universal-code), which acts as a cosmic-tracing-

highway to reach the Creator. Through such 

cosmocellular-study as well as theoat-omic-study of 

the cosmic-word-“ૐ“, we can unifyingly and 

scientifically know about the cosmos, cells (atoms) and 

their Creator. So, thus, to try to understand the 

cosmic-word- ―ૐ―, is to try to know everything of 

universe, is to try to know the Creator of universe. 

Because, within this spont-aneous and centrally-located 

infinite cosmic-nonmolecular-pacemaker the cosmic-

word-“ૐ“, all the nature‟s-laws / phenomena, all  the 

arts, all the sciences and all the philosophies are 

cyclically & spontaneously involved / evolved, 

nourished & destroyed and re-evolved again-&-again.      

  According to cosmocellular-hypothesis, the ‗nature‘, 

means, it‟s a dually nonmolecularly-molecular 

essential-characater-istics containing special 

universal-power that cyclically creates, regulates & 

destroys the whole molecular-world (physical-

universe) & nonmoleuclarly-molecular-world (astral-

universe) in a lap of the purely nonmolecular-world 

(subtle-universe), following to its certain fixed 

principles & laws, within their finite course of the time. 

A nonmolecular-power of the nature consists all the 

essential qualities for the creation of molecular-based 

physical-universe. So, thus, nature (Shakti) herself 

contains a cyclic duality of the energy-&-matter. And 

for such dual-phenomena, she requires a constant but 

cyclic revolutions / changes. Thus, nature does not like 

a constantly stable-state or zero-state only, but which is 

a constantly ever-changing action-state or kinetic-state. 

 

  Orbital-velocity & G-load.  

  To whom there should be given the first chance on the 

priority-list of a space-journey? --- To doctor / 

biologist, to engineer, to mathematician, to physicist, to 

pilot, to sailor? 

 

  Who can become a cosmonaut? Is it easy to become a 

cos-monaut? Why could a doctor (cell-scientist) 
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become the best cosmonaut (space-cientist) mostly 

as the best cosmocellu-logist (cosmocellular-scientist), 

among all the scientists? 

  According to nature‟s-dual-concepts (Dualism or 

Dwaitwad) of ―livingness-&-nonlivingness‖ of matter, 

that an every nonliving-matter which externally 

behaves as a nonliving-thing, but  its internal-dark-

energy behaves as a living-force or dynamic- force to 

generate out its different energy-waves. After-all,  all, 

biologically / cosmobiologically or cosmocellularly, 

„life‟ is  nothing but it is just a dynamic-expression of 

the nonmole-cular-energy, at the different special-

molecular- levels of the ecosystem of earth; and these 

all different special-molec-ular-levels of the dynamic 

nonmolecular-energy at the eco-logical-scale, are 

biologically known as the different „living- species / 

beings‟ : (thus, „life‟ is nothing but it is just a 

nonmolecularly-molecular expression of the energy-

changes-&-exchanges among the special-molecular-

matters. Where nonmolecular-energy & special-

molecular-matter, both are behaved as two sides of  the 

same coin  the „ecology‟ of earth. Hence, every time, it 

is difficult to explain everything about nonmolecular 

„life‟ as in a pure molecular-terms of the   physics & 

chemistry).                      

 

  In a whole world, there is no beauty which is superior 

to truth, no beauty which is superior to nature; hence, 

in a vedic-philosophy, it is said like, “Satyam Shivam 

Sundaram”. 

 

 
 

 The soul (biological-God) is a cosmic-DNA or 

cosmocellular--DNA or cosmospiritual-DNA of 

Supreme-Soul (Exobilogical-God) 

 

  Everything of universe (including light-&-gravity, 

living-&-nonliving-matters etc.) can be explained in a 

dual-terms of the “waves-&-particles” or 

“nonmolecularism-&-molecularism” or “photons-&-

photoelectrons” or “biophotons-&-biophotoelec- 

trons” etc etc.             

 

  The-space-continuum (constant-space-time), divided-  
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space-time & cosmic-clock (Brahma‟s-Ghadi).   

(19) FOUR DIFERENT VEDIC-AGES OF THE 

HUMAN-BEING, ON THE EARTH. 

 

  Why it can not be linked-up even just on a basis 

of the hypo- thetical-concept of Charles 

Darwin‘s-law of ―evolution of Life on the earth 

from their common-ancestor‖ (which has yet 

not been proved in nature‟s-laboratory) which 

claims about some gross similarities between 

two species, e.g. between the species of man & 

monkey?   

 

  All kinds of the plant-kingdoms and animal-

kingdoms on the earth had reproduced, are 

reproducing & will reproduce only their own 

species or bodies, not other species or bodies. In 

short, a recouncilation of the nonmolecular-soul-

existence, with just a theory of molecularly-

biological-evolution is not possible. Thus, our 

ancestors were not the apes, but they were the 

same as we look today.        

 

 

 

(20) 

AGE OF THE UNIVERSE, ACCORDING TO VEDIC-

COSMIC-CLOCK (LORD SHREE BRAHMA‟S-

GHADI); AND AGE OF THE EARTH, ACCORDING 

TO ASTRONOMICAL AS WELL AS GEOLOGICAL-

CLOCKS OF THE MODERN-SCIENCE: ON A VERY 

LARGE SCALE OF THE UNIVERSE. 

 

  The God is prevailed in every atom of the universe, as 

in an invisible & nonmolecular-form of the cosmic-

energy (Cosmism or Omism). But, whenever & 

wherever the man-kind & religions are overwhelmed, 

by the evils; then He sends His apostles (divine cosmic-

messengers) with a special-powers in a special-

fleshy-body, (as in a molecular-based corporeal-astr-

oanthropomorphic-forms of the nonmolecular or 

incorporeal- God viz., Lord Shree Ram, Shree Krishna, 

Shree Gautam   Buddha, Shree Mahavir Swami, 

Jesus Christ, & Mohammad Paygamber etc.) with their 

certain divine terrestrial-missions, to re-establish the 

religion, purity & love, with a destruction of the evils, 
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in every age or yuga. Hence, in 4th-aph-orism (adhyay) 

of great Hindu-epic, Shree Bhagwad Geeta, Lord 

Shree Krishna said to His disciple Arjuna (Bharat) 

like: --- “Yada Yada Hi Dharmasya Glanirbhavti 

Bharat, Abh-utthanamdharmasya Tadaatmanam 

Srujam-yham, Paritra-nay Sadhunam Vinashay Ch 

Dushkrutam, Dharma Sanst-hapnarthay Sambhavamee 

Yuge Yuge”; it means, ―whenever there is deterioration 

of the virtue & predominance of vice, O Bharat, then I 

bring forth Myself for the salvation of the good, for a 

destruction of evil-doers, for a sake of affirming virtue, 

I take birth age after age‖.   

  Such ―full of emptiness‖ (or cosmic-zeroness) of the 

universe (& of its every matter & molecule or atom), is 

the great invisible-nonmolecular-dimension of the 

molecular physical-universe (matter), like a 4th-

dimension of the physical- universe (the space-

time). And in a lap of this great  invisible 

nonmolecular-dimension of universe the “cosmic-zero-

force (0)”, all the 36-dimensions of the universe, are 

cyclically & constantly created, organized & merged. 

Means, all the 36-dimensions of the molecular 

physical-universe are absolutely influenced, by this 

constant nonmolecular or invisible dimensionless-

dimension of universe the “infinite-cosmic-zero or 

zero-spaceo-time (0)”. Where our all the suchness-&-

thatness are beyond the capacity of human-brain to 

understand it.                                      

 

  According to 2nd-Thermodynamics-law of the 

―energy-&-entropy‖; a total-energy of the universe is 

infinitely zero, i.e. at before the beginning of universe 

(big-bang-blast) & also at after the end of universe 

(big-crunch-blast). Thus, such modern-science 

indirectly supports the great concept of ancient Indian 

vedic-mathematician cum astronomer Bhaskaracharya 

(& now also according to world-famous Indian 

mathematician-cum-astronomer Shrinivasa 

Ramanujan as well as some western-modern 

mathematicians) - “that a zero divided by a zero, is 

equal to infinity”; with that, this infinity of universe is 
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the eternity of the universe, and this eternity of the 

universe is the Almighty of universe.  And, this infinity 

is the God. Thus, both the ancient & modern-sciences 

reach to their common finding of the ―God-&-

infinity‖. In short, everything of universe is cyclically 

born, organized and destroyed, in such infinite & all-

time-resting-like zero-state of the nonmolecular 

cosmic-energy (0). 

  According to great Hindu-epic ―shree Bhagwad-

Geeta‖, by an ancient saint Shree Gyaneshwar : such 

infinite but absolute “cosmic-zero-energy” i.e. the 

„Bindoo-Swaroop‟ or „Param-Shunya‟ or „One-Point‟ 

(•) of the “Supreme-Power” contains the absolute-

position but without any physical-dimension. Where a 

„Param-Shunya‟ (supreme-zero or infinite-cosmic-

zero) is a basic as well as a nonmolecular but highly 

potential-state of the every molecular-based matter of 

the universe. So, an everything of the universe is 

created from this „Param- Shunya‟ (i.e. from a 

“nothing of the universe”). 

 

 

 

 

 

  Virtually, our potential-human-mind & its entropy-

going- thought-waves are just like the ―ocean & its 

waves‖. The potential-ocean (nonmolecular-state) can 

exist without its entropy-going-waves (molecular-

state), but its waves (molecular-state) can not exist 

without potential-ocean (nonmolecular-state). Means, 

human-mind can exist without its entropy- going 

thought-waves, but thought-waves can not exist without 

  its prior potential-mind. In other words, any 

kind of the (a biological &/or biological)-potentialism 

or nonmolecularism can exist without its kinetism or 

entropism or molecularism ,but any kind of the 

(abiological &  biological)-kinetism / entropism / 

molecularism can not exist  without its prior 

potentialism / nonmolecularism.           

 

  The soul never thinks without picture or imagination. 

So, thus, an imagination is a weapon of the 

superconscious-mind (soul). 

 

 

  A nonmolecular life-force or soul‘s-force (biology /  
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exobiology) also respects the molecular-laws &/or 

physics-laws of nature / energy (physics), when it 

comes in a molecular or physical-world to fulfil its 

nonmolecularly-molecular-mission i.e. cosmocellular-

mission on the earth;  even though it equally possesses 

all the potentialities of its Godfather the Supreme-Soul; 

thus, soul absolutely remains free from its surrounding  

reference or platform-like illusive physcial-world. 

 

 

 

  An action-Potential-Soul (Karma-bounded-soul or 

restricted- soul). 

 

  On the earth, there are more than 2.5 million living-

species, which have been given scientific-names. In 

biology, at present, it is believed that there are about 5 

to 10 million species which existed on the earth. While, 

according to vedic-philosophy about the concept of 

“different incarnations of the soul in different 

terrestrial-species”,- there are 84 lacs terrestrial-  

species which all are acyclically-cyclically (i.e. every 

time disimilarly) born-existed-died-&-reborn on the 

earth, to fulfil the nature‟s-teleological-law of 

“continuity of life on the earth” under the neutral & 

strict influence of her another universal-law of the 

“cause-&-effect”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Biological-force of organism is much more subtle than 

the highest-subtle-state-containing nuclear-force among 

all the rest entropy-giong-dynamic-forces of nature; 

and the more the subtle-state, the greater the energy or 

dynamism. Thus, atma or soul (biological-force or 

biotic-atom) is much more superior to abiological-atom 

(abiological-force).    

 

 

 

 

  DNA-pattern is just represented as a soul‘s-

cosmocellular-signature on (a physical-paper-like) the 

protoplasm of living-cell, through a stream of the 

biophotoelectrons. 

 

 

 

VOLUME – 1 – C 

 

(21) WHAT //  WHO IS MAN?  

(22) WHY DOES A MAN THINK?  
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(23) WHY A MODERN-MAN WHO CAN NOT FEEL A 

MENTAL-PEACE, EVEN IF ALL THE 

MATERIALISTIC, SCIENTIFIC & LUXURIOUS-

FACILITIES ARE AVAILABLE TO HIM? 

 

 

  Body-consciousness & Soul-consciousness  

  To fight with the Nature, means, to fight with ownself.  

  Why the God is always interested to pick-up the 

spiritually most beautiful flowers for Himself in 

paradise?    

 

 

 

24 SINCE WHEN, HAS A MAN BECOME ‗PHILOSOPHER‘?  

  According to ancient vedic-astronomy & such its cosmo-

cellular-concepts,-―we are not alone in the universe; and 

with  that, we are also not just left as an organism 

without care-&-aim in the earthly-cradle of the universe, 

by our (whosoever most-believed) Creator‖. That means, 

in universe, Someone is our aimfully & all-time care-

taker, since our most-primitive jungle-life. Otherwise, on 

earth, the whole man-kind would have completely 

eradicated by the wild-animals, during his early jungle-

life.       

 

 

 

 

  Psychobiologically, every man is a philosopher as well as 

writer, since his childhood. 

 

 

 

(25) 

 

A CO-RELATION BETWEEN THE 

PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL-EVOLUTION OF MAN-KIND & 

HUMAN-CULTURE, AS A PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL-

EVOLUTION (CYTOPSYCHOCOSMIC-EVOLUTION) 

VERSUS CULTURAL-EVOLUTION 

 

 

  A common-similarities are yet seen in the chromosomes 

(purely-molecular „physical-genes‟ as well as purely-non-

molecular „psychological-genes‟) of the modern-man (Homo 

sapiens sapiens) and his parahuman-ancestors the great-ape, 

according to nature‟s-scale of the biological-religion. (And why 

still such common-genetic-similarities are periodically 

expressed-out, in a so-called-civilized modern-man, as in a 

different nonsense-like wild-psychologies or mass-insanity or 

crowd-psychologies or sheep-like-mentality (e.g. communal-

riots)? 
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  *Cosmocellularly, our human-mind (and its 

psychocellular-receptors of nervous-cells) does not know 

about our present life only, but it also knows about 

everything of  life, since a very-early of the origin of 

life on the earth. So, such neurotheogenetic-study of the 

cellular-intelligence which is first cosmocellularly & then 

psychobiologically (cytopsychocosmically) hidden in a 

human-DNA / mRNA,  can explore anything & 

everything of the past history of the human-era.                       

 

 

 

  Natural-Mutation  

  According to anthropological-view,- in a whole world, 

actually, there is no gospel or religious-book which is 

directly written, by the God; or, no religion (except 

natures‟-religion) which has been come, since an evolution 

of life on the earth. 

 

 

(26) HOW AN INDIAN MYTHOLOGICAL ARDHNARI-

SWAROOP (i.e. A COSMIC-BILATERAL-

HERMAPHRODITIC-FORM or COSMIC-YIN-YANG-

COEXIST) OF THE GODDESS OF POWER („PRAKRUTI‟ 

or „PARVATI‟ or „SHAKTI‟) & THE GOD (PURUSH) ARE 

JOINTLY ACTED AS THE FIRST-COSMIC-MALE-

FEMALE-PAIRS (+ -), TO ORGANISE THE WHOLE 

COSMIC-DIPOLE-STATE OF THE COSMISMNESS OF 

UNIVERSE? MEANS, HOW ARE THEY BOTH ACTED 

AS A “COSMIC-PARENTS” OF THE EVERYTHING OF 

UNIVERSE? WHY IS A MAN ALL-TIME ALLURED 

TOWARDS THE SEX, SINCE THE PRIMITIVE-STAGE? 

 

 

 

 

 

  Pseudo-philosophically / religiously, sex might be an 

abnormal-phenomenon; but, physiologically, it is 

absolutely a normal & creative-phenomenon.    

 

 

 
 

 After-all, we should not forget that a climax of the sex 

(sexual-pleasure) is just (honey-like) allied-pleasing-

product of the nature‟s-creative-phenomenon. Hence, 

biologically / psychobiologically, an enforced-celibacy / 

virginity is not a  dignity, but it‟s a lack of opportunity.   

 

 

 

 

  According to vedic-science & its ancient Indian-astronomy; 

our universe & its every matter, have total 36 extra-
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dimensions 

  A male-female-physiology never follows the laws / 

languages of the man-made constitutions / religions. That‟s 

why, to try to seperate the male-female-pair of any living-

organism (including human-being), is a greater crime in a 

nature‘s-court.     

 

 

 

  Sheep-like-men & Lion-like-men.    

  An intuitionless-intellectuality is usually based on our 

physical-consciousness; so, it can not reach the subtle- cause 

of creation. 

 

 

  An intelligence is an inborn-sense, i.e. as an auto-brilliance 

which is mainly based on a forceful-auto-intuition &  soul-

consciousness, e.g. an auto-flow of the absolute-confidence 

of lion-like-men (true-saints & rational-scientists).      

 

 

 

  An ‗intelligence‘ is a self-supreme-sense, which can bring 

more and more truth into existence, because it is always 

intuition-based. Hence, our intelligence is more sharpened, 

whenever any great challenge is raised before it. 

 

 

 

(27) POLITICS & ITS RULING-PHILOSOPHY (THE 

NATIONAL-RELIGION), AND THEIR RELATIONS WITH 

THE ―NATIONAL-AURA‖. 

 

 

  A national-aura collectively holds psychophotoelectrons of 

all the (common culture-organizing)-thoughts of all the 

people of nation, as a ‗collective-aura‘ (collective-human-

mind) of the nation. So, the future of every nation, is 

dependent on its collective-national-aura. Thus, every 

nation has its own common-national-aura which collectively 

represents the common-characteristics or nature of the 

nation, common-characteristics (of the subconsciously-

released-common-thoughts) of its all the people, common-

characteristics (subconsciously-released-common-thoughts) 

of its every individual etc, as in its common-national-

policies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Political-Systems & Systems‟-Managements.  

(28) THE NATURE, EVOLUTION & WORKING-STYLE OF 

THE SYSTEM OF COMMERCE, AS A ―SCIENCE OF 

ECONOMICS‖. WHY ‗ECONOMICS‘ IS A SCIENCE AS 

WELL AS A COMMERCIAL-ART? WHAT IS ROLE OF 
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THE ECONOMICS, IN A HISTORY OF THE HUMAN-

EVOLUTION & HUMAN-PSYCHOBIOLOGY?    

  The goal-gaining & friends-favouring “positive-psychology”  

which are required, in our all the working-fields. 

 

 

(29) WHAT IS THOUGHT? HOW IT IS CREATED FROM THE 

MIND? HOW THOUGHTS ARE RELEASED ACCORDING 

TO ―LAW OF KARMA‖ (CAUSE-&-EFFECT)? HOW THERE 

OCCURS A NEUROTHEOLOGICAL or 

PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL-TRIO BETWEEN, OUR MIND, 

BODY & SOUL-(AND ITS REFRACTING or MIRROR-

LIKE AURA-FIELD)? AND HOW IT IS INFLUENCED, BY 

ITS ACTION-FORCE or KARMIC-FORCE (A 

FUNCTIONING-PSYCHOBIOLO-GICAL-FORCE)?   

 

 

 

 

  According to principle of the physical-independence of the 

forces or energies, ―the thought-wave is cytopsychocosm-

ically generated from its neurobiological intrinsic-mass the 

nervous-cells (neurons) of the reference physical-organ the 

brain‖; but, with that, thought-waves are also absolutely free 

from such their intrinsic-mass the neurons; likewise,   

the energy or light-waves and its intrinsic-physical-matter.   

 

 

 

 

  Neurothermoneuclear-reactor the human-brain.   

  Psychopotential-energy & psychokinetic-energy.  

 

(30) 

HOW A ―COLLECTIVE-CAUSE-&-EFFECT‖ (or 

GROUPED-ACTION or CO-KARMA) OF THE PEOPLE, 

ENDEMICALLY / EPIDEMICALLY ACTS, AS A 

REACTIONARY-RESULTS OF THE VIOLENT-NATURE?    

 

 

  A common-karmic-force or common-aurora-cloud 

(epidemic-karmic-force or co-karmic-force).    

 

 

 
 

 What is Prayer?  

  Some times, during such sincerely & strongly positive-

prayer, if one‟s lips could not speak his feelings of heart. 

Then God may wash out the eyes of His loving-son, through 

the ‟tears‟. So, later, who may understand a real-meaning of 

the „purpose -&-reason‟ (teleological-aim of the nature) 

behind his terres-trial-visit. Thus, a true-prayer is 

cosmocellularly a mute-cosmospiritual-dialouge, between 

our soul & Supreme-Soul. 

 

 

 

 HOW A MAN EVOLVED FROM A MAN ONLY, NOT  
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31) 

FROM THE APE, ACCORDING TO ―COSMOCELLULAR-

THEORY‖ OF EVOLUTION OF LIFE ON THE EARTH‖ 

AND ―BIOLOGICAL-HUMAN-FIR-WAVES-EVE-

(BHFIRWE)-THEORY‖, LIKEWISE ―MITOCHONDRIAL-

EVE-THEORY‖ (FIRST-COSMIC-MOTHER-THEORY)? 

WHAT IS RELATION BETWEEN A ―COSMOCELLULAR-

THEORY OF EVOLUTION OF LIFE ON THE EARTH‖ & 

LAW OF THE ―CAUSE-&-EFFECT‖? A NATURE‟S-LAW 

OF THE ―COSMIC-KARMIC-FORCE‖ or COSMIC-

IMPETUS-FORCE (i.e. A UNIVERSAL FUNCTIONING-

FORCE or ―COSMIC-CAUSE-&-EFFECT‖ or ―COSMIC-

PURPOSE-&-REASON‖); WHICH ACTS AS A 8th-

DIMENSION OF (BOTH THE LIVING & NONLIVING)-

MATTERS OF THE UNIVERSE, LIKE A 4th-DIMENSION 

OF PHYSICAL-UNIVERSE (THE SPACE-TIME)....... 

{ACCORDING TO INDIAN-VEDIC-SCIENCE, THERE 

ARE A TOTAL 36-DIMENSIONS OF THE PHYSICAL-

UNIVERSE (& ALSO OF ITS EVERY MATTER). AND ITS 

SUCH ALL THE PHYSICAL-&-SUBTLE-DIMENSIONS, 

ARE CONSTANTLY ORGANIZED, BY A COSMIC-DANCE 

or „TANDAV-NRUTYA‟ OF THE LORD SHIVA, AS A 

COSMIC-ACTION OF ‗NATRAJA‘ TO LATER MERGE 

ALL OF THEM INTO A GREAT INVISIBLE-DIMENSION 

OF THE UNIVERSE THE ―COSMIC-ZERO-FORCE (•)”.} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Indeed, graviton / proton-forces, electron / laviton-forces, 

neutron / neutrino-forces & still-undeteced-forces etc, are 

nothing but they all are just a different working-forces or   

styles of the Creator. 

 

 

  In a whole universe, from a very very small-scale 

(infinitesimal-cell) to a very very large scale (infinite-

cosmos), without action or karma, a new-creation is never 

possible. But, its uch all new creative-possibilities are 

already hidden in its latent-state, and which is known as a 

„fate-state‟ of the matter (& universe). So, for a creation of 

the next-form or new-creation from its previous-form, which 

also needs a driving or impetus-force to stimulate its resting-

fortune, by an absolute-action (deed) 

 

 

 

 

  According to vedic-science (ancient Indian-astronomy); our 

universe & its every matter have a total 36-dimensions. 
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Among them, an „action-or-karmic-force‟ and „fate-force‟ 

of the physical-universe / matter, are the 8th & 9th-

dimensions of universe, respectivel 

 

 

  According to ancient vedic-theory of “evolution of life on 

the earth” and modern-Mitochondrial-Eve-theory,- a 

woman was born first on the earth, then a man. Also 

biologically woman is superior to man. Hence, she is much 

more viable and potential than a man to not only to give a 

birth to a new human-baby, but also to create any new-thing 

or creation of the universe. (And simply we also know that a 

woman gives the birth of a new creation of human-baby, but 

it is not possible with the man.)    

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Electrobiologically, it is also strongly believed that among 

the 3-1000 microns of far-infrared-(FIR)-waves, 4-16 

microns-wavelengths containing FIR-waves of the 

biophotoelectrons are the most favourable biological-range 

for the photosynthetically / hydrophotosynthetically 

evolution & organization of life on the earth; so, they are 

also called as ―biological-FIR- waves‖. 

 

 

  According to physics-law of “the changes first occur at the 

waves-&-particles-level”),- a fixation of all the living-

species species / plants, first primarily occurred at the 

nonmole-cular-level or waves-level i.e. at the light-

spectrum-level (i.e. before its / their physical-existence), 

then at the molecular or particles-level or physical-level 

(i.e. not after its / their physical-existence). Herewith, to 

scientifically understand the concept of “life evolved from 

the dynamic energy (light), not from the adynamic matter”, 

it is also required to understand the photosynthesis-

phenomenon in plants and absolute influence of the light-

spectrum (or energy-spectrum). 

 

 

 

 

 

  ‗Life‘ is not the property of just aggregated special-

molecules of physical-body of the organisms / plants. After-

all, every living-being / plants contains phototropismness; 

(„phototropis-mness‟, means, to grow in a presence of 

 nonmolecular light,  or towards the light). 

 

 

 

  A ‗photosynthesis‘ is a scientific-proof of such prolonged-

vedic-talk of the cosmocellular-force & cosmocellular-
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phenome non (nonmolecularly-molecularly-mechanism or 

biophotoelectric -phenomenon); or (“photosynthesis / 

hydrophotosynthesis” is / are an absolute-evidence of the 

terrestrially-downloading i.e. photoelectrically-trapping of 

the nonmolecular cosmic-energy (cosmism) or cosmic-light-

quantum or photo-unit (the highly zero-charged biophotons) 

into mostly positively-charged unified biomass-unit the 

bioprotons-/-biogravitons-containing molecular-based 

cellular-state (celluism / cytocosmism); so, thus, 

photosynthetic-phenomenon shows an absolute influence 

of the infinite nonmolecular-force / world over the finite 

molecular-force / world.  

 

 

 

 

  A human-living-cell evolved from a human-living-cell 

(human mitochondrial-Eve or human-mtDNA) only, not 

from the living- cell of ape (ape-mitochondrial-Eve / ape-

mtDNA) or other living-species; an ape‟s-living-cell 

evolved from the ape‟s-living-cell (ape-mtDNA) only, not 

from the living-cell (or mt-Eve or mtDNA) of other living-

species; a living-cell (banyan-mt-DNA) of banyan-tree 

evolved from the living-cell (banyan-mtDNA) of the 

banyan-tree only, not from the living-cell (mango-mt-DNA) 

of mango-tree. Of course, chronologically, it is different 

thing that the living-cell (cyanobacterium-mtDNA &/or  

Euglena-mtDNA) of cyanobacteria &/or Euglena evolved 

first, then different living-cells (different mitchondrial-eves 

or mtDNAs) of  different plants / species evolved on the 

earth, from different wavelengths of a beam of the light-

spectrum (or biological-FIR-waves) at the different times 

of the biological-evolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  After-all, ‗evolution‘, means, a cosmocellular-journey 

takes-place as from the most-imperfectness ------> to -----> 

most-perfectness 

 

 

  No physical (living / nonliving)-matter can exist without its 

two rest astral & subtle-states. 

 

  Co-relation between, Tandav-Nritya (ancient Cosmic-

dance)  of the lord Shiva, 1st-Thermodynamics-law of 

energy -----> mater ——> energy, & Dr. Einstein‟s cosmic-

equation of E =  mc2. 

 

 

  Indeed, salvation is not just like a clearing of our earthly  
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court‘s-records. But, it‟s a divine transformation of our own 

attitudes towards the real-life, under the act of confession. 

Means, our negative-approach must be heartly replaced, by 

our positive-approach. 

 

(32) AN ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE “SINCERE & NOBLE 

AUTHOR” 

 

  Why is a man enchanted towards the good book?  

  A moral-qualification of the author.  

(33) MEDITATION (META-MUTE-MIND).     

  During trance-meditation (TM), thoughts are absent, but 

meditator is yet unawarely-aware about that there are no 

thoughts; likewise, a mirror is there but without reflecting 

the  image. 

 

 

  Actually, a forceful-intuition always comes out in mostly 

one- line-like-statement of the slogan &/or formula 

(equation) rather than a number of the ordinary sentences. 

Hence, such meditation-based slogans of the true-saints, are 

proved as the truth-finding great philosophy; e.g. a vedic-

cosmocellular-slogan,- ―Brahmande So Pinde, Pinde So 

Brahmande ; Parmatma So Atma, Atma So Parmatma‖, 

has covered all  the sciences & all the philosophies of 

world, just in a one- line-but-everything-like-statement of 

the universal-truth. Another example of one-line-like-

statement of the vedic-slogan, is an atom is the great 

universe, within itself‖.While, such   contemplative-

mental-mechanism-based formula of the rational-scientist is 

proved as the research-making-clue; e.g. just one-line but 

special-like-statement of equation of Dr. Einstein, E = mc2, 

has uproared the whole world. And through a help of such 

one-line-statment of the slogan &/or formula, any sincere 

study-writer (all-time-knowledge-hunger) can explain its 

truth-showing-meanings as in details of the thesis or 

hypothetical-volume, at any where & in any era.   

 

 

 

 

 

  A concentration of meta-mute-mind (or trance-meditation) 

is inversely proportional to a generation of the thought-

waves. That means, the fewer the thought-waves, the higher 

the  concentration of mind. 

 

 

 

(34) 

WHAT IS AURA (‗OJASH‘ or ‗ABHAMANDAL‘ or 

BIOLUMINESCENT-LIGHT or 7th-DIMENSION) OF THE 
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PHYSICAL HUMAN-BODY?MEANS, A HYPOTHETICAL-

PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL-ANALYSIS OF THE OCCULT 

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF THE AURA or 

NEUROLOGICAL-FAR-INFRARED-(FIR)-WAVES or CYTO-

PSYCHOCOSMIC-FIR-WAVES OF THE HUMAN-BRAIN-

SYSTEM.     

 

  According to vedic-philosophy: a molecularly-restricted 

purely-neurological-pacemaker the ‗hypothalamus‘ 

(Brahmrandhra) of the human-brain, is the 1st-

physiospiritual-site of the natural-&-nomolecularly-

infinite-pacemaker the biological- power-point the ‗soul‘ 

(•), in a human-body; while, its 2nd-  physiospiritual-site 

in a human-body, is the highly potential and specialised “P” 

cells of the natural-but-molecularly-finite „cardiac-

pacemaker‟ (dahad-akash) the ‗S.A.Node‘ of right-atrium 

of heart. And in human-body, our soul is constantly &  

intermittently changing its such two physiospiritual-sites, 

during both awakening & sleeping-states.       

 

 

 

 

 

  Our life-organizing biological-power-point (•) the soul has 

thus mainly two (highly action-potential-like) working-

platforms in our physical-body, that are the brain & heart, 

which are constantly interchanged by the ‗soul‘, itself. 

According to  modern-medicine (a medical-text-book of 

anatomy), the same thing is also explained in a modern 

medical-terms like: such  tug-of-war (i.e. as in an alternate-

generating-orders) between the neurocardiological-

impulses of the heart-&-brain, which  might be occurred 

because of their autonomic-migration, &  that may be 

possible due to a closed-vicinity of the S. A.  Node of the 

heart with an autonomic-nerve-fibres & parasym- pathetic-

ganglionic-cells of brain-system.     

 

 

 

 

  After-all, our mostly every bioatom (protobiont) of the 

every living-cell is an allotropic or next-form of (the divine-

biolight of) the soul (•), at the electrocellular-level. So, thus, 

cosmo-inheritively, our every living-cell naturally contains 

all the allotropic or next celluismic or bioismic possibilities 

(animating- force or chaitanya-shakti or bioism or 

cytocosmism) of the „soul‟. But, they do not have a special 

biocatalytic-cum-bioca-taclystic-force (the bio-Omism), to 
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cosmocellualry (nonmolecularly-molecularly) activate or 

stimulate their latent animating-force (celluism / bioism) to 

convert the nonliving-molecular-matter into living-matter / 

abiogenesisness into biogenesis-ness, unlike the (bio-

Omism) of the biological-power-point (•) the ‗soul‘.        

  A dual-nature of the Light-&-Matter.         

  Nature of the Biological-Cold-Light (Aura) or heatless-

heat-waves of the Living-Body. 

 

  Only energy is able to do a work, not the matter. Means, 

whenever & wherever „work‟ (which is physical or mental) 

is done, energy is either transferred or transformed (or both). 

 

 

  Cosmocellularly or scientifically (i.e. according to particles-

&- waves-physics), it is the reason of invisibility of the soul 

in our body & Supreme-Soul (the God) in the universe, 

inspite of, their absolute existence in our physical body & 

universe, respectivley? 

 

 

 

  Chemistry of bioluminescent-element the ‗Phosphorous‘ 

(P). 

 

  Sometimes, the wavelength and frequencies of the biolight 

(aura) of certain living-beings, are even more than 

Infrared-rays of the solar-light. After-all, the bioatoms or 

biological-atoms (protobints) are much superior to 

abiological-atoms. 

 

 

  Physiophysics of the Energy-Waves.  

  The Light-spectrum & its Far-Infrared-Waves or FIR-

waves 

 

  Biologically or hydrophotosynthetically generated heatless-

heat-waves of the aura (biolight) of living-thing are much 

much superior to purely dry heat-generating-waves of any 

hot-object. 

 

 

 

  The photosynthesis / hydrophotosynthesis in plants-

kingdom, a vegetative-phenomenon (a known 

cosmocellular-phenomenon or nonmolecularly-molecular-

mechanism). 

 

 

  Was the energy first created or matter?      

  In vedic-philosophy, it is said like: a man is a final-

formation of the nature / God; and above that, as a whole, 

his thought- wave is a till-more end-product (i.e. as a very 

extremely- dynamic-end-product) of the solar-energy, on the 
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earth. And our thought-waves are more boost-up, by the 

aura-medium of our body (i.e. especially during any 

research-going contemplative mental-work or trance-

meditation), to reach at any place / event of the universe, 

within very fraction of a second,  (like a rocket is used 

to boost-up or lift-up the space-shuttle in the space). We 

also know that in universe, light-rays have the highest-

velocity, among all the waves of cosmic-energy. But, a 

velocity of our thought-waves (of the human-mind & 

Cosmic-Master-Mind) is much more than that of light-rays. 

 

 

 

(35) AN ANCIENT ―VEDICALLY-NONMOLECULARLY-

MOLECULAR-ART OF THE TELEPATHY / INVISIBLITY‖ 

(or VEDIC-SCIENCE OF THE TELEPATHY / 

INVISIBILITY), AS A MIRACLE OF THE ‗VEDIC-

MANTRA-AGE‘ ; AND WHICH  IS STILL SEEN  IN THE 

MODERN-AGE OF THE SPACE-TRAVELS. 

 

 

 

(36) WHAT IS SOUL “•” (BIOLOGICAL-POWER-POINT or 

BIOLOGICAL-QUANTUM-MECHANICS)? AND WHAT 

ARE ITS SHAPE & SIZE? WHERE IS THE 

COSMOCELLULAR-LOCATION OF ‗SOUL‘ IN OUR 

BODY, (i.e. AN OCCULT-ONTOANATOMY or 

THEOPHYSIOLOGY OF THE SOUL)? HOW ELECTRO-

BIOLOGICALLY & PHOTOPHYSIOELECTRICALLY A 

NONMOLECULAR BEAM OF THE BIOPHOTONS OF 

SOUL‘S-BIOLIGHT-SPECTRUM ACTIVATES OUR ALL 

THE MOLECULAR LIVING-CELLS OF PHYSICAL-BODY 

AS A WHOLE, TO NONMOLECULARLY-

MOLECULARLY & HARMONIOUSLY GENERATE THE 

―LIFE-FORCE‖ (A LIFE-EVOLVING 4-16 micron-

wavelengths-CONTAINING BIOLOGICAL-FIR-WAVES OF 

THE BIOPHOTOELECTRONS) IN OUR HUMAN-BODY? IF 

ALL THESE ANCIENT VEDIC-THINGS ARE TRUE, 

THEN HOW DOES THE ‗SOUL‘ (•) ENTER IN THE 

ORGANISM WHEN IT IS ARTIFICIALLY CREATED BY 

A MODERN-METHOD OF THE ‗CLONING‘? WHAT ARE 

THE RELATIONS, BETWEEN THE SOUL & PHYSICAL-

BODY, SUPREME-SOUL & PHYSICAL-UNIVERSE? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  The G. C.Scale (Glasgow-Coma-Scale) can only certify the 

clinical-death, at the macro or clinical-level; but it can not 

certify the biological-death of living-tissues of the body, at 
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the micro or cellular-level. In such a way, such 

experimentally and physically (medically) declaration of the 

clinical-death of the individual, by the nonmedical-man 

or medical-man is always restricted &/or doubtful; while, a 

biological-death is always declared by the nature herself. 

Hence, thus, according to biological-laws of the nature, a 

clinical-death which is  declared by a doctor / medical-

attendent, is yet not an absolute- death-statement; while, a 

biological-death which is declared by the nature hersel, is 

always an absolute-death-statement.    

 

 

 

  Our ‗life-&-death-phenomena‘ are just like a railway-

system: where the ‗soul‘ is a driver, „life-force‟ is a fuel, 

„years‟ are the stations, „death‟ is a terminus, and „doctor‟ is 

a stroker & guard. Means, from a birth to death, „life‟ is a 

“horizontal- fall”; while, „death‟ is a “vertical-fall”. Thus, 

„death‟ is the vent for just a moment; eventhough, it harrases 

us for the whole life. We can not even know that when we 

come close to the death, during our too prolonged 

philosophical &/or scientific-searches i.e. cosmocellular-

finding of the teleological- meaning of ‗life‘.   

 

 

 

 

 

  On such cosmocellular-pathway of the life: a medical-

internist is that who knows something more but does not do 

anything else; a surgeon is someone who does everything 

and till knows nothing; a psychiatrist is someone who 

knows a psychobiological-meaning of the life, but who can 

not do anything concretly; a pathologist is someone who 

knows every-thing, but does everything as too late, a 

radiologist is some-one who sees everything & does 

nothing; a general-practi-oner / medical-officer is a jack of 

all but master of none, etc. 

 

 

 

 

  In medical-science, all the time, 1 + 1 is not always 2; but 

sometimes it may give perplexing answer as 11.                                           

 

  It can cosmospiritually as well as cosmocellularly be 

compared like,--the Supreme Soul + Cosmos : Soul + Cells 

(of the body).   

 

 

  Cardiosyncytium & Syncytium.  

  Electrophoresis & Bioelectrophoresis.                     

  Theoelectrophysiologically, a human-life is also like the 

‗electrocardiogram‘ (ECG / EKG), it has always rise-&-
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fall-like up-&-down-graph; if it becomes steady or 

straight- line, then one dies; so always accept ups-&-

downs, positively. Thus, ECG also exemplifies & makes us 

realise of,- how we closely reach near the death or how 

unknowingly- knowingly death approaches us, during our 

all-time life- finding-journey. After-all, a reading of the 

ECG is also (a medical)-art. 

 

 

  Pacemaker.  

  Cardioversion & D.C.Shock-Therapy.  

  The term, ―Electrophysiospiritual-impulse or Theoelectro-

physiological-impulses‖, means, a releasing of the anima- 

ting-force or bioelectric-current  which spontaneously takes-

place, as in a direction of the first nonmolecularly-

molecularly or cosmocellular-origin that occurs from an 

infinite beam of the biophotons of subtle-body the 

biological-power-point (•) i.e. from natural-&-infinitely-

nonmlecular cosmocellular-pace maker (the soul), & then 

which is molecularly-nonmolecularly  i.e. astrally followed 

by a finite cytocosmic-flow of the bioph-otoelectrons from 

its two physiospiritual-seats that are the natural-but-

molecularly-finite cytocosmic-pacemakers the 

Hypothalamus of brain & S.A.Node of heart of the physical-

living-body. Thus, it explains an absolute-trio between the 

nature‟s-triple-states of the subtle, astral and physical 

bodies of the organism, to interdependently and 

harmoniously organise his / its life.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  A theoelectrophysiological-study of the nonmolecularly-

 mole-cularly animating-flow of the „bioenergy‟ or 

„chaitanya-shakti‟ (biological-FIR-waves) in human-body, 

i.e. from its natural-&-nonmolecularly-infinite-

pacemaker-point or biological-power-point (•) or 

cosmocellular-pacemaker the ‗soul‘ to highly specialized P-

cells of the natural-but molecularly-finite „cytocosmic-

pacemaker‟ i.e. the „cardiac-pacemaker‟  (Dahad-Akash) 

the ‗S.A.Node‘ of heart to all the molecular-based living-

cells of the human-body, i.e. later through a dynamic 

molecularly-nonmolecular-mechanism of ―Sodium (Na+) & 

Potassium (K+) Pump-Mechanism‖. 

 

 

 

 

 

  The life is only originated from its pre-existing  
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(nonmolecular) life-factor. 

  The nature always simultaneously and well-justifyingly 

uses both dynamic-&-kinematics methods (cosmocellular-

&-cytocosmic-mechanisms) to create the new-life from its 

previous-life.   Why were the modern-scientists (Oparin & 

Haldane, Stanley Miller & Harold C. Urey etc.) failed to 

create the new-life-unit or „soul‟ in their physical-lab?   

 

 

 

  After-all, a man is a final-formation of the nature / God, 

among all the living-beings on the earth; - it is thus we 

(modern-man) believed. Actually, according to nature‟s-

laws of ―cyclic-creation / cyclically-acyclic-creation‖,- in a 

nature‟s-lab, nothing is like a first-formation &/or final-

formation of the world. But, everything (including of the 

man-kind and whole  universe), is cyclically being 

created as in the nature‟s constant and cyclic-orders of,- the 

“creation (birth) -----> organisation (life) -----> destruction 

(death)”. So, indeed, we should not proud of us like, “we 

are the final-formation of the God / nature”. But, we should 

proud like, ―we are just like a repititively (but very 

important)-part of all the cyclic &/or cyclically-acyclic 

formations of the universe / nature, but not as a final-

formation of the universe / nature‖. Because, if we are the 

final-formation of the nature, then nature must also be 

stopped after such our so-called final-creation, and it is 

never possible. That means, this is not our first-&-final-visit 

on the earth. But, we had infinitely times visited on the 

earth, in past; and we will also infinitely times visit on the 

earth, in future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  A Cosmocellular as well as Cytopsychocosmic-Study or 

Card-ioneurotheological-Study of The Graphical-Recording 

of Card- iac-Rhythm / Current (or Cardioneurosyncytium). 

 

 

  After-all, a reading (analysis) of the ECG is (a medical)-art 

 Every biological-atom or bioatom (protobiont) of the every 

living-cell is also an allotropic or next-form of the cosmic-

DNA the ‗soul‘ (•). 

 

  According to modern particles-&-waves-physics and vedic-

science,-- the chetan-shakti (physical or material-force), 

chaitanya-shakti (astral-force) & chaitik-shakti (subtle-

force) are acted as the kinematics-force, dynamic-force & 
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superdynamic-force, respectively. 

  The ups-&-downs-like ECG-waves show us a rise-&-fall-

like cosmocellular-to-cytocosmic-journey of the life-force 

or soul‘s-force (•); hence, in this cosmocellular-hypothesis, 

the ECG-pattern is explained as the ―soul‘s-signature‖. 

 

 

  It should be born in a doctor‟s-mind that manytimes a 

normal  or healthy-heart can show an abnormal-ECG, 

and an abnormal or bad heart can show the normal-ECG, so 

a clinical-correlation must require. 

 

 

  As & when the nature‘s-teleological-aim behind one‟s 

terrestrial-visit is over, his ups-&-downs-like ECG-patterns 

imme-diatley convert into a death-inducing straightline-

ECG, and at that time, the nature (cosmic-word or 

biocosmic-word-“ૐ” of the soul “•”) has no concerned with 

the healthy / unhealthy physical-states of the every 

individual.   

 

 

 

 

  Resuscitation, Suspended-Animating-Force & Hibernation.  

(37)  THE LIFE-FORCE or VITAL-FORCE (or DUALLY-

DYNAMICALLY-ADYNAMIC-FORCE or ‗CHAITANYA-

SHAKTI‘ i.e. A SPECIAL 4-16 MICRON-WAVELENGTHS-

CONTAINING BIOLOGICAL-FAR-INFRARED-WAVES or 

BIOLOGICAL-FIR-WAVES WHICH FLOWS THROUGH A 

STREAM OF THE BIOPHOTOELECTRONS), WITH THE 

OPINIONS ‗FOR‘ & ‗AGAINST‘  TO IT. ....... (A reference 

from, the moden-biology & ―Homoeopathic-philosophy‖, as a 

supportive information to vedic-concept or cosmocellular-

concept of the ‗chaitanya-shakti‘ of the physical-body of 

Human-being). 

 

 

 

 

  Doctrine of Vital-Force.  

(38)  WHAT ARE THE CERTAIN QUERIES FOR THE 

HOMOEOPATHIC-MEDICINE & ITS WHATSOEVER 

RESULTS / CLAIMS, WHICH ARE STILL FREQUENTLY 

& SUSPICIOUSLY CREATED / CHALLENGED, BEFORE / 

BY THE PHYSICAL-LABORATORY OF THE MODERN-

MEDICINE. MEANS, A FREQUENTLY-ASKED-

QUESTIONS (FAQs) ABOUT THE HOMOEOPATHIC-

PRIN CIPLES, AS A SUBTLE-SCIENCE VERSUS 

PHYSICAL-SCIENCE. 
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  A difference between the Allopathy & Homoeopathy, 

according to Homeopathic-Philosophy.      

 

  Drug-Dynamization, in Homoeopathy  

 
 

 As per one Ayurvedic dictum , - ―Annul Astha Guna 

Pisthtam‖; it means, a medicinal-properties are eight times 

more released out, after the grinding-process of its original 

drug-material.   

 

 

 

  If such therapeutically-sleep-inducing modern-psychiatric-

drugs (hypnotic-drugs or hypnotic-agents) can make the 

addictor as free from the effects of drugs‟-addiction; then, 

an artificially-sleepless-sleep-inducing (therapeutic)-

meditation- mechanism or self-hypnotism-mechanism must 

also act  here. After-all, a mechanism of meditation is 

nothing but it‟s just like a practical-&-positively-diversion 

(or therapeutically-diversion i.e. self-hypnoitcally-diversion) 

of the mental-energy. In short, if, we are not agreed with the 

effect of such trance-meditation or therapeutic-meditation 

(TM); that means, we are also not agreed with the 

scientifically proved “effects of the hypnosis / self-

hypnosis”. (‗Tranquilizer‘, means, an agent that calms-

down or quiets the anxious or agitated patient without 

affecting his clarity of the consciousness.)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Drug-Dependance & a role of the Natural-Tranquilizer or 

Psy-chosomatic-Panacea the“Therapeutic-Meditation (TM) 

 

  Dopamine-Deficiency-Syndrome.           

  A placebo-therapy (a harmless-&-nonmedicinal-symbolic-

agent).   

 

  Actually, before the superconscious-mental-force 

(autonomic-nervous-healing-force), neither our modern-

medical-science (allopathy), nor ancient-medical-science 

(Ayurveda) / homoeopathy / and other all the alternative-

healing-systems etc. are rationally able to miraculously 

restore the health. Otherwise, no one can ever become ill, 

no one can ever die. Hence, no physician / surgeon / priest 

can claim that he has healed the patient. But, where such 

(mostly placbo-based) “healing-bioism-force” (or 

restoring-self-reference-force) absolutely acts, & which is 

called aswith many terms like, nature‟s-healing-power, 

blessing-force of God and will-power etc. etc. Where a 
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symbolically-indicated placebo-therpy during drug-trials in 

pharmacy-lab / clinical-trials in hospital, is an absolute 

evidence of  the  miraculous medi-ineless-result of the 

autonomic-nervous-system of the superc-onscious-

mind.Where a strongly-faith-based placebo-agent 

(nonmedicinal-substance) acts as an inducting-medium 

(sym-bolic-need) to autosuggest / heterosuggest the patient,  

to   activate his superconscious-mind (bio-Omism) to 

release  the healing-bioism-(celluism)-force. 

  A neutral & justifying-discussion: Why allopathic-medicine 

acts absolutely, and homoeopathic-medicine does not? Why 

most of the homoeopathic-doctors are yet allured towards 

the allo-pathic-system, while most of the allopathic-doctors 

are yet not convienced with the homoeopathic-system?   

 

 

 

  Avogadro-Law.                        

  Spirit of The Drug‟s-Substance.             

  Homoeo-Nuclear-Reactor.  

  In ancient vedic-medical-science the ‗Ayurveda‘, it is also 

said like; ―Nasti Dravyam Anaushadham‖; it means, in a 

whole world, there is no single matter, which does not have 

a medicinal-property. 

 

 

 

  Leonardo da Vinci said:  “the great Cosmic-Force also 

converts or combines, with a very littleness-&-lightness”.               

 

(39) THE ‟MEDITATION-MECHANISM‟, AS AN ANCIENT 

MENTAL-SCIENCE OF INDIA. 

 

  Actually, our human-mind is like a glass with a full of 

turbid-water. If such glass of water will be shaked. Then, its 

tur  bidity will uniformly be diffused in entire glass of 

water. After few minutes, these diffused muddy-particles will 

gradually be settle-down, at the bottom of glass. Ultimately, 

such regression-like antidiffusing-phenomenon of a settling 

of the muddy-particles at the bottom, will again restore the 

exact initial-like clarity through out water, homogeneously, 

in the glass. Similarly, meditation also teaches us, how to 

leave our unwanted or turbidly disturbed, congested &/or 

confused mind as calm-down at its trance-bottom, for a few 

minutes.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

  All the knowledge (that are from the every atom &/or cell to 

cosmos), are within us. 
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  Cosmobiological-Family-Tree of Life.  

  How nonmolecular-mental-waves (psychobiological-genes-

waves) of the action-force (karmic-force) & other life-force-

waves (biological-waves) of human-being are the first 

nonmo-lecularly-molecularly (cosmocellularly) and then 

molecularly-nonmolecularly (cytocosmically / 

cytopsychocosmically) enco-ded or stored, into molecular-

based DNA from its preexisting- life (pre-existing-

cells) & present-life?   

 

 

 

  Nature has also provided an ―In-built-mechanism‖ in our 

body, to protect us against the natural-disasters, as a natural 

defence-mechanism. Our pineal-gland (3rd-eye or 

adaptive-optic or Biological-Pyramid or Agnachakra) is an 

entrance for the divine-cosmic-waves of the cosmocellular 

or cosmo-biological-messages, i.e. especially during TM-

sitting. It does not capture the cosmic-waves which are 

cosmocellularly come-down to us form the space and 

cytopsychocosmically send our biological-waves to the 

surroundings & in the space only; but it can also predict 

about the future-events, through a capturing of the waves of 

its pre-events from our surroundings, according to opposite 

but well-balancing nature‟s-law of the graviton-&-laviton-

particles or matter-&-antimatter theory. And 

psychobiologically, it is known as ―extra-sensory-perc-

eption (ESP)‖, which is expressed in a different but special- 

alarming intuition-forces (which are mostly released 

through a neurotachyons-like special nervous-neutron-

particles (NNP) or nervous-tachyon-particles (NTP) of the 

superconscious- human-mind 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Phobia.  

 
 

 A physiophysics of the Pineal-Gland (Adaptive-Optic or 

Biol-  ogical-Pyramid) & Hypothalamus (Biological-

Clock) and their psychobiological (ESP)-waves of the 

certain alarming-notices, which are mostly released before 

the natural-calam-ities (e.g. earthquake, tsunami and 

cyclone etc.) could take-place in their suroundings.                 

 

 

 

 

  The subtle-&-intangible but infinitely-great cosmic-map of 

the tangibly-finite and antienergy-particles-based that are 
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the graviton-/-proton-based physical-universe, a future of 

its every living & nonliving matter (& its every action-&-

reaction  i.e. the „karma‟), has already too-previously 

been preplanned & prefixed, in their specifically & 

particularly-related antima tter-particles (the laviton-

particles), according to nature‟s- teleological-law of the 

―cause-&-effect‖ (theory of karma).   Where not only the 

birth-death-&-rebirth of the every living & nonliving-thing 

are preplanned // prefixed, but every movement of the every 

matter (& even every thought of the every living-organism) 

is preplanned & prefixed. Thus, thoughtwise // actionwise, 

without-nature‟s-will, even we are also not free to think // 

perform any action or deed, independently. For example,- I 

have cosmically (i.e. without-nature‟s-will) no cosmic-rights 

to write this book, freely or independently; similarly, you 

are also cosmically (i.e. without-nature‟s-will) not allowed 

to buy-&-read this book, independently etc. etc.. That 

means, I can write this book,  only when the nature wants 

(not when I want); hence, it might have taken such my too 

prolonged-time of more than 12 years behind its writing-

work; (for your kind-knowledge, manytimes, a curiosity to 

soon-release this cosmocellular-book was strongly raised to 

me, but ultmately such all the curiosities use to come to an 

end, before the dominating-power of the nature‟s-will). 

Similarly, you can read this book, only when the nature 

wants (not when you want); hence, it might have reached to 

you after such prolongly-waiting-time of more than 12 

years.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Dr. Einstien‟s Pain-waves-theory or E.P.-waves-theory for 

the Earthquake-Phenomenon, where they 

cytopsychocosmically act as “mind on matter” or 

“material-magnetism”. 

 

 

(40) What is ‗Pranayama‘ or ‗Yogic-Breathing‘ or ‗Cosmocellular-

Breathing‘ (a mysterious aerobic-exercise)? How it can 

improve the vital-capacity of lungs? What is subtle-relation 

between the yogic-breathing (anabolic-respiration) & cellular-

respiratory-system (catabolic-respiration)? How such forceful 

& alternate yogic-breathings of ‗Pranayama-phenomenon‘ can 

act on a respiratory-centres of the brain? How a yogic-

respiration can increase the pulmonary-potentiality? Why our 
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ordinary physiological-respiration acts as an entropy-going 

cellular-respiration or catabolic-respiration; while, a yogic-

breathing (physiospiritual-respiration) acts as a 

pulmopotential-respiration or anabolic-respiration 

(cosmocellular-respirarion)? 

 

  The matter is constantly recycled. Energy-exchanging 

between the living & nonliving-worlds, is known as a 

“cycle of the matter-&-energy”. A circulation of the matter 

is just a result of  the conversion of (intangible)-energy, 

from a one (tangible) form to another. And such different 

tangible-forms of the energy are experienced to us, as a 

different „matters‟. The “cycle  of matter-&-energy” is 

classified, into a gaseous-cycle and   sedimentary-cycle.     

 

 

 

  Aerobic-Respiration & Anaerobic-Respiration.    

  The trees act as a ―Vaishvik-Pranayama‖ (global-deep-

bre-athings) for a global-lung the „environment‟ of earth to 

keep it as viable for all the living-things of earth. Hence, 

“deforas-tration”, means, in such great global-lung (an 

environment) of the earth, we man-kind behaves as a 

psuedo-intellectual-Koch‟s-lesion to destroy the trees 

(which all globally-alviolar-like spread over the earth). 

[“Koch‟s-lesion”, means, an exca- vating consolidation in a 

human-lungs, due to, Tuberculous-bacteria (TB). This 

mycobacterium-tuberculosis destroys the bronchial-trees of 

human-lungs.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Pranayama-Phenomenon (Yogic-Breathing) & Trance-

Meditation-Mechanism. 

 

 

  According to ancient yoga-science as well as modern-

science, ―the slower (not weaker) the respirator-rate 

(R.R.), the higher the bioenergy (vital-force), the longer 

the life-span‖. For example : in rabbit & dove, R.R. is 

about 36-38 per minute, & they live for 9-10 years; in 

monkey, R.R. is about 32 -34 per minute, and who lives for 

10-12 years; in dog, R.R. is about 30-32 per minute, & who 

lives for 14-16 years; in horse, R.R. is about 18-20 per 

minute & who lives for 50 years; in man, R.R. is about 12-

18, & who lives for 100 years; in elephant, R.R. is about 10-

12 per minute, & who lives for 110 years; in snake, R.R. is 
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about 6-8 per minute &  who lives for 120 years; in 

tortoise, R.R. is about 4-6 per minute & who lives for 150-

200 years etc. etc. 

  Vital-Capacity of Human-Lungs.  

  Pranayama-&-trance-meditation-mechanisms unifyingly 

and vedically (scientifically) make a cosmophysiospiritual-

trio, between the cytocosmism, cosmocelluism & 

cosmospiritualism of the trance-meditator so who can later 

fulfil the long-standing nature‟s-teleological-aim behind his 

terrestrial-visit either through a philosophical (not religious) 

or scientific-approach. 

 

 

 

 

  A willingly-unwilling-end of the 1st-Volume.    0000) 
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